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ABSTRACT
Exercise has been heralded by many as the therapeutic medium for
managing stress, enhancingwellbeing, controlling weight, and preventingillness. In
fact, many people auach more credibilityto exercising, as a means10 achieving or
maintaining satisfactoryhealth, then any other formof medical intervention .
There are however,an infinitenumberof people whoenvision physical activity
as somethingthat is reservedfor the youngand healthy. The infirmed arc either non-
candidates for any form of physical exertion or, it is generally felt, beyond help.
Becauseof thepreponderanceof effort andtime requiredtoattendor adhere10a pattern
of regularexercisecoupledwiththebelief thatexercisemightfurtheraggravatea medical
condition, those who are ill prefer the comfortand noncommittal nature of remaining
sedentary.
This paper is a qualitativeinvestigation centred primarilyaroundan endeavour
to obtain informationthat describesthe experiences of livingwith a medicalcondition
calledParkinson's diseaseand participating in an exerciseprogram. The quantitative
research has alreadyestablishedthat there is a positivechangein gait, muscularstrength
and flexibility but there is very little research that describes the impact of these
improvements. Initialdiscussions withparticipants in the programindicated thatthey felt
some temporary relief of one of the major symptoms of the illness, rigidity. They
indicated an improvement in their ability10 extend their limbs and manoeuvre about
obstacles in a room. They were able to dress themselves with greater efficiency, get into
and out of a car by themselves and exercise more independence in all aspects of their
lives. Many felt that the key to avoiding total incapacitation was to maintain a regime
of regular exercise. Patients felt some consolation at not having to rely so heavily on
others to accomplish routine tasks. The class also provided the opportunity to converse
with others in similar predicaments. For some, the class was the only form of
socialization Ihey encountered in the week. Continued discussions with. the patients
revealed that exercise was responsible for restoring self confidence, providing the
muscular agility to enjoy hobbies they had given up because of the condition, and
generally giving them thc power to influence some control over the progression and
severity of their symptoms. These factors alone allowed me 10 conclude that the role of
exercise in the management of Parkinson's disease was monumental and that exercise
should be an automatic recommendation by the neurologist diagnosing this condition.
iii
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CHAPTE R I
STATEMENT OF TilE PROBLEM
Sea rch for th e Question
My permit to register arrived two weeks before the start of the university
semester. Neatly printed in bold type was my intended major. -My father is going to
love this. - I remember thinking as I ran to our garage to show off the evidence that I was
really tcavlng home. "I hope that university teaches yo u how 10 set a rabbit lead. ~ he
said; ' forestry huh'!" Three weeks later r was calling collect. distraught over the
d ifficulty of a first year chemistry course. "I'm coming home Dad! " I cried . But I
persisted and after another agonizing week of atoms and molecules. I exp loded from the
Chemistry building and charted a course for the Physical Education faculty . I had always
been athleti c , and loved sports so I surmised that Physical Education would be the next
best thing to Forestry ; besides there would be no chemistry .
I was accepted into the faculty and after several years. faced another dilemma .
Physical educa tion was turning into a nightmare . There was so much empha sis on skill
mastery. rules examinations, and team sports that I wondered if this was the sort of thing
that I would be involved in if I ever obtained a teaching position. It was then that I
dec ided Ihat I would prefer the opportun itie s associated with a career in health and
recreation. I informed my faculty advisor that 1 was switching to the "recreation" option
of the degree program . I thought that at least in this field. I would be able to admi nister
programs that were less structured, involved the outdoors a little more . and permitted
some imagination in programming.
After graduation, I eventually obtained a job with the Provincial Government as
a Fitness Consultant. In this capacity, I was responsible for the design and
implementation of programs that encouraged Newfoundlanders and Labradorians 10 adopt
healthier lifestyles. I had a great deal of autonomy with my position and was responsible
for the conception of a fitness project that involved almost 16,000 students in primary
and elementary school. It was the first of a number of personal triumphs.
It has been eight years since I accepted the position and I have a lot \0 be thankful
for . It is great to be employed in a field that you love so much. Most of the people that
you meet have a real desire to enhance their lives with physical activity and learn more
about the process of doing it. It is rewarding to feci that you have facilitated their goals.
I started graduate school in 1985. In the ear ly phases of the Masters program, I was
required to complete several research projects. In every instance I found myself
wandering the annals of the medical school library in search of information on the role
of exercise and diet in the prevention of heart disease. This field was of great interest
to me as my family had more than one instance where "heart attack- maliciously showed
up on death certificates. I guess I believed that it could have been prevented if they had
exercised a little more prudence in their lifestyle choices. Convinced thai my father was
next on the "hit list," I initiated a personal crusade to learn all that I could abo ut heart
disease. I egresslvely forwarded all information collected to my family. r became a
CPR (Cardia-pu lmonary resuscitation) instructor, investigated cardiac risk factors in
children for my quantitative research course, and presented a major pape r on exe rcise
and cholesterol at the annual general meeting of the provincial Heart and S troke
Fo undation. Yes indeed, I was convinced that my thesis would uncover some startJing
facts about coronary risk factors until. ,.
Jan uary 1990... 1 was stretched out in my office one day pondering my "things
to do" list when I received a call from Vicki, a physiotherapist with a local hospital.
She enquired about the possibility of having one of the Fitness Consultants work w ith a
group of patients at a local hospital, each of whom had a common neurological ill ness
called Park inson's d isease. After discussing it with my supervisor and co lleagues , my
co-worker and J decided that this situation presented the unique opportunity 10acq uire
expe rience working with people who had disabili ties and who were also o lder adults,
We were informed thai the group met oncea week in the White Room a t the
medical cen tre. It was a five minute d rive from our office . The class would consist of
fo rty minutes of locomotor movements, at a begi nners le vel. Having had no experience
working with persons with a disability, I was a little ambivalent about Ihe taskahead .
My co-worke r and I arrived at the medical centre on a frosty Monday morning
and immediately cha rted our course for the White room. My first impressions were less
than ecstatic. The exercise room was cluttered with old wooden chairs, decrepit oak
shelves, and several larger tables. Immense hea ters sat along the pale gypsum w alls
blasting hot air angrily in all directions. The stifling sme ll of cigarette smoke lingered
in the air from the Bingo game held on the previous night. We contorted ou r faces over
rl
I
the od our, and ran to open so me of the massive windows . For such a big room, there
was so little space! Our opti mism was fading fa st.
The p atients arri ved g rad ually. Vicki informed u s tllatman y of them would have
difficu lty mo ving an d appear less than e nthusias tic abou t the upco ming hour, We were
told that thi s wasa typical symptom o f the d isease as the light muscles in their faces
made smiling and man y ether emotional expressi ons difficult. Severalarri ved in wh eel
chairs andothers sh uffled in. A few indi vidual s, who w ere not patients at the hospital,
arri ved in c ars, Ami dst the confusio n, it wa s rliffic u lt to tell who had Parkin son's
disease and who did not, as many spo uses also attended.
Contra ry to m y expectat ions, the y seemed tobe a verypl easant gro up ofpcoplc,
smil ingand ch anlng w ilhone another abo utthe la test hap penings in their liv es. One lady
putte red ove r to us an d with a voice th at was hardly in telligible, welco med us to the
gathe ring.
Vicki announc ed the start of the class and eagerly slid her cassett e in the tape
reco rder. Gentle music resounded from thespeakersas s he proceed ed10 pu t thepatients
throu gh a series of c horeogra phed mo vements. I won dered how I was ever go ing to
reme mber her exercises, hav ing agreed to leac h the ne xt class. At first, myexerci se
routin e was a little rusty bu t it improved with time. I realized the im portance of
volunt eers, fo r when we had no assistance it was impossi ble to in clude a lo t of walking
in th e class as some of the patien tshad trouble moving on their o wn. I disco vered later
that o ne gen tleman s eemed to move better when bewas unassisted!
At the end of the class, many of the participants walked out of the room a little
smoother than when they arrived. One gentleman, who rarely moved from his wheel
chair, welcomed the opportunity to slack the chairs awayafter the sessionand at times,
would leach a minute or twoof the class! His pride always seemed to shine when he
was the centre of attention.
Another couple d rove 45 miles every Monday, just to allend the session. Then
therewas Mrs . Kean; she was not able to do a great deal, but attended faithfully every
week. After she diedof a heart attack I was informed byher sonthat the class wasone
of tte few things in life thatshe looked forward to . It was then that I began to ask
myself what it was about this exercise class that had such an appeal. I made several
assumptions,bu t alsoremindedmyself of the danger of concl udingthe unknown. It was
thenthat I decided to pursue a research topic thai might answer some of thesequestions.
It is with Ihis hi story that the present research questio n evolved.
Purpose of the Study
An infinite amount of literature has beenwri tten pertaining to the psychological
and physical benefits of exercise. There is research that suggests that exercise might
retard the aging process, that it enhances mental health, and helps 10 prevent heart
disease. In partnershipwith a good diet, it also helps to control body weight, define and
strengthen muscles and improve cardiorespiratory endurance.
Exercise,w hichhas a close relationship with general health, is cnen cited asa
solution over pills for controlling many of the aches andpains associated with daily
stress. For many people. it becomestheir prescription for preventing future heallh
inadequacies. Most people thinkof fitnessas beingan activity forthe young, healthy,
and able. Butthere are several exerciseprograms in thecity designed for individuals
with chronic illnesses;a local hospital has a program for post cardiac patients;anomer
facilityin town has anexerciseclass specificallydesignedfor individuals with arthritis.
In 1m , a class for parkinsonlans was established. Its purpose was to help patients
maintain their strength and suppleness,tointeractwith others who share their condition,
to learn more about their illness, and to have a little fun. Theseare fairly superficial
reasons for attendingand as this paper will attempt to demons trate,the benefits of the
class extend much deeper than those citedabove.
A review of thelite rature reveals strong support for including exercise on the
parkinsonian's prescription . However, there is very liulewritten about the ernieor
insider's experience of being a participant and taking part in an exercise program.
Heather Devine(19 89) wrote anarticle entitled: "Ihe Worko ut: A Phenomenology of
Training." Shewri tes a per sonal experience below:
"I know, deep inside of me, that everyday I come for that strength, that
thrill of it running through my arms and legs . thai independence, that
autonomy, that need to imprint myself on something touchable, real,
concrete, to hold onto my physical being as I get sucked away by the
riptides, pulled and prodded andknockedoff my feet by allthose things
that arestro nger than me, I needto own myse lf fora fewminutes."
(p. 2)
HeatherDevine isarti culating herexperiencewith exerciseinlanguage that yields
a powerful message to the reader. Perhapsher descriptionmay be interpreted by some
individuals as being similar to their own. Put soeloquently, it conjures up images and
ap peal that a text book definitioncould never achieve.
I felt that a qualitative research methodologywouldallow the data collected to
have a personal and humanistic flavo ur. The storieshave auniqueand individual nature
with whichmanyof the readers canidentify. Perhaps theymight gain some insights into
the mysteries oftheir predicaments, andfind solutions for some of their owndifficulties
with the disease. It is myhopethat thesepersonalaccounts will help others to acquire
someof the skill to manage theirown illness a litUe better.
Statement of the Problems
1. How has Parkinson' s disease affected the lives of those afflicted?
2. What is it abo utParkinson's disease that needs management?
3. What management strategies do parkinsonians use for dealing with their
condition?
4. What roledoe seach strategy playin the management of the Parkinson's disease?
5. What rotedoe s exercise ptay in the management of Parkinson's disease'?
Research Objectives
I . Field notes and interview data collected over the course of the study will
document patientexperiences withParkinson's diseaseand managementstrategies
adopted.
2. The casestudy design will attemptto demonstrate how exercise affectspatients
symptomology and general well being.
3. The collection andanalysis of data will lead to a greater understanding of
Parkinson's disease and the role that exerciseplays inits management.
Operational Definitions
Int roduction
Definitions for the following terms have been extrapolated from the Oxford
English Dictionary (1989)with the intention of providing readers witha more thorough
understanding of the meaning used to explorethe research question.
&clcis described as "the typical or characteristic function performed by someone
or something.- Figuratively it can bedelineated as -to play a role. " The questionposed
for this paper is: "w hat role does exercise play in the managementof Parkinson's
disease'?" Undoubtably, there are many factors playing roles in the comprehensive
management of this disease but myfocus willprimarily concentrate on one; exercise.
~ means "priClice for the sakeof tra iningo r imprOVUlCtll, either bodil y,
menia l or spiri tual; exe rtionof the musc les, limbs andbodily powers, regarding wi th
refere nce to its effecton !hesubj ecl, especially such exertio n undertakenwith a view 10
themaintenance or improvement of healt h: An a ttempt w ill be m ade to ascertain the
roIc: th at exerci se liasin thephe nomcnologial "lived worl d ," of the patien t from th ese
uslversafmemes orfocus. Other questions thathaunt my th oughts at present are: How
docs exercise help the s ymptoms of the disease? What for ms of exercise do patien ts
adopt to dealwith lheir condition ? What wouldhappen if theydid not exercise?
~is " theaelio n or mannerof m anaging in : lheapplieatio n ofskill or
are in thc mani pulitio n , use, t reatment, or control of th ings or persons, 01in the
ceeduc t ofan e nt erprise or opera t ion; the use of contrivance , prudence, or in genuity for
clTecting somepurpose. "
Theeonnoutions of this d efinition implies that management is an ability that a
person can employ to so me aspec t ofthe ir personallbes: financial , property , lifestyle
etc. The parkinsonianmu st acqui re adeftnessfor manipula tingaspects ofthe ir lives for
thesole purpose o f minimizingthe negative effects o f tiledisease. By doing so, !t>':y are
in effect engaging "ma n a gement strategies." Some are better at the application then
others; theyhave moretoots , and theyknow howto usethe m . My que stionsare : ·What
doesmanagemen t mean (0 a person with Parkinson 's diseaseand ho w do they apply it
10 their personal ~tualion7· Ha s tilemanagement strateg y of exe rcise af fected an y
\0
changesin their lives'?
Delimitations
The study was delim ited to include only those parkinsonians c nroled in the
exerciseprogramspokenabout earlier. Tenparkinsonians ranging in ages from56 · 77
comprisedthe initial research participants.
Limitations
The data analysis and findings are relevant to the parklnsonlans participating in
this research project. Theindividuals in Ihis studyare at various stages in thedisease,
some having symptoms thai are moreprofoundthenothers. Naturally, their perspectives
and experiences of the disease will be foreig n 10 some readers . As the disease is
progressive however , it is generally felt that some of the encou nters spoken of by
parki nsonians in later stages, will ultimately be felt by those in the beginning stages.
Because the researcher's data analysis employed an existentia list invest igation, the
majority of themes thai emerged might also represent all individuals who travel the
incremental road of Parkinson' s disease.
CHAPTER II
PARKINSON'S DI SEASE
One Lived Experience
Life was beautiful in 1978 . My marriage was solid, and my husband and
I were feeling better than ever abo ut our relationship. We were pleased
with our children, now gro wn and married 10individuals wh om we loved
dearly. My career as an educato r was at its peak and I was feeling very
productive. I was 41 years old . Physically, l never felt better.
Was it on l uly 3 , 1978,on December24 ,1919,orsomeotherdate
that I first felt a change? I really can't say . I do know that -it" sneaked
upon me as I went my way. Once in a while, my right arm felt clumsy
as I walked or stood, a s though t didn' t know what to do w ith it. BUl l
ignored it. Doesn't everyone fee l a bit awkward once in a while? AI
times, my husband lost pati encewi th my pace when we were walking, and
would ask me to speed up. He complained that if he slowed down for
me, I would slow down eve n mor e . I assumed Ihat this was his problem,
not mine; he was always in a burry .
Then one day in the summer of 1980 when I was writing a letter
to my daughter Susan, my fingers became balky. The smooth flowof my
writing was 1051. I was annoyed, but said nothing.
School reopened, and things were almost back 10 nor mal. But 1
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continued to be nagged by physical problems: Why was I gelling so
tired? Why was 1 really dragging by noon? What were the weird
sensationsI felt from time to time? My legs especially seemed to feel
strange and heavy. The y would jerk or would feel as though a rubber
band were around them. BUI I felt that I must nOI complain; if I didn't
tell anyone, thesesensationswould go away.
I had been reading a medical column in Ihe daily newspaper. in
which the reader had been asking about the symptoms of a particular
disease. The doctor ' s answer describedmy symptoms: "The earliest
signs are apt to be a difficulty in handwriting, a slight trembling of the
hand, and a jackknife effect when you put two fingers together "
Overcomeby anxiety, I knew; bUI I still didn't tell anyone about my
symptoms. I still hoped I was wrong. I couldn't possibly have
Parkinson's disease. (Wotton Atwood, 1991, p. 2)
A Historical Perspective
nuvolstn (1991) wrote that the IirSI accounts of Parkinson's disease were first
noted in 1817 when James Parkinson, a practising physician in Shordith, England
publisheda smallmonograph entitled An Essay on (he Shaking Palsy (p. 152). In lu
pages were descriptions of six individuals whoexhibitedsymptomsof the diseasethat
now bears his name. Parkinson's depictions werethusbasedprimarilyon field notesand
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showed remarkable accuracy to accounts thai appeared in the curr e nt medical journals .
His opening chapter begins with the following epigrammatic, yet comprehensive
defi nition:
Involuntarytremulous motion, with lessened muscular power. inparts not
in action and even when supported; with a propensityto bend the trunk
forwards, and to pass fr om a walkingto a runningpace: the senses and
intellects being uninjured . (p. 25)
Duvoisin (1991) noted that some of thesymptoms described by James Parkinson
had been reponed long before. Hereferred10an account by an ancientGreek-Roman
physiciannamedGalen whodescribed individuals witha tremorof thehand at rest and
distinguished it from a tremor occuring during movement. Duvoisin also relayed a
historical accountof a German poetby the name of Goethe who. with limited medical
training, notedthat"the innkeeperin Rembrandt's sketchof 'theGood Samaritan'stood
in stoopedpostureholding his handsbefore him with the thumbs opposing the lingersor
as patients with Parkinson's disease often do· (p. 157).
Since 1817, a number o f physiciansand researchershave contributed10 the
current knowledge of Parkinson's disease, not only enlarging James Parkinson's
definition, but suggestingpossible precipitating factors for developing this condition
(Parkinson believed that there was an abnormality in the spinal column that was
responsiblefor thesymptomsdescribed in hismanuscript).
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What is Parkinson' s D~
Parkinson's disease is a neurological disorder thought 10 be a result of the.
degenerationof ...particulargroup of brain cellsknownas the substantia nigra (lhc cause
of this degenerationis unknown). These cells are Iecated in the basal ganglia. which is
a small centre or nucleus at the base of the brain, and produce a substance called
dopamine. Dopamine is sentto another areaof the brain calledthe striatum, thearea
thatcontrols movement, balance, and walking. In the striatum, dopamine counteracts
another chemical messenger, acetylcholine. In a normal person, dopamine and
acetylcholinearc inbalance, but in Parkinson'sdisease, theshortage o f dopamine creates
an imbalancewhich cause the major symptomsof the disease.
Thecell loss in lhe substantia nigra is extremely slow and many limes when a
patient is diagnosed, nearly half of thecells have alreadydegenerated. Sometime\ Iht
mnain ingcells compensate for the lossbut eventually thefirst symptomsof Parkinson's
appear. The disease is progressive but the rate varies amongindividuals. Godwin·
AU$ten (1984)wrote: "before the daysof effective treauncnt some patients deterioralcd
so rapidly that theirdiseasedeprived them of independence withinthree or four yearsof
the time of diagnosis. In others, more than twenty years could pass before the disease
had progressed to this point. Today, the progressive nature of Parkinson's disease may
be entirely concealedby effective drug treatment" (p. 7).
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M)1.hs
Manyof the patienu whohave Parkinson's diseasecannot pinpoint the exact time
lhat they felt a significant changein their bodies. In most cases, it wasa family member
or friend who hadpersuaded them to visit the physician; the degree of disability not
being severe enough thai they would have gone on their own initiative. Things like
dropping a glass, chronic fatigue, and muscle pain were easily dismissed as the side
effects of a stressful day.
Whena diagnosisof Parkinson's disease is finally established, some individuals
start to wonder if they had inheritedit, had eaten something, contracteda virus, or been
exposed to toxic waste. Omers thinkthat perhaps they had been in a serious childhood
accident and that Ihe disease had surfaced as a result of this trauma. Othen think thai
they willultimately develop Alzheimersdisease, and succumb to total helplessness. The
ensuing pages will demonstr.ale that thesepreconce ived notions have no foundation: that
Parkinson's disease is not nearly as badas one would believe; that there are things that
canbe done to makelifeeasier; and lhat there are still things in life that are worth living
for.
The Diagnosis
A diagnosis of Parkinson's disease can be a shattering experience for some
people. Many of the individuals I spoke with about the diseaseremember feeling rage,
anger and (ear when learning thai they had it. Others were relieved to learn that their
I
i
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symptoms were medically recognizable, and not imagined, and thatit was not cancer or
other terminal illness. As it mainly affects the elderly, some feel thankful that it wasn't
Alzheimers, Cerebral Palsy or some other more debilitatingchronic condition. Whatever
the reaction, it takesa conside.able amount of time 10 adjust to the knowledge, to learn
more about it, and 10 adopt measuresto deal with the psychological and physical changes
that invariably accompany Ihis disorder.
Today the patient has the benefit of improved drug therapy, exercise therapy,
occupational therapy, support groups, and bettereducation. With the knowledge base
advancing as quickly as it is, the patient might also live in hope that researchers arc
finger tips awayfrom a cure.
Incidence and Prognosis
Parkinson's disease has established itself in history texis as well a, medical
journals. "HarryTruman, Mao tse Tung, Francisco, and Adolf Hitler were all reported
to have had the disease. In fact, more than 70,000 Canadianshave Parkinson's disease
with an estimated I,I00 Parkinsonians living in Newfoundland and Labrador at the time
of this writing (Newfoundlandand Labrador Chapter of the Parkinson' s Association of
Canada, 1991).
Parkinson's disease is one of the most common neurologicaldisorders, usually
beginning between the ages of 50and 65; however an occasional patient maydevelop the
disease before his or her fortieth birthday. Grimes (1986) wrote: "Jt is much more
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commonwith advancingage, withprevalence at its peakin the 70 1079 age group. A
juvenile form exists, but it is extremely rare" (p. 7).
Parkinsonism occurs equaly in bothsexes contrary to the belief that it is more
dominant in males. Research (Godwin-Austin 19&4, Grimes 1986. Kurtzke 1982)
regarding the familial Incidence is inconsistent, but themajorityof authors attribute cases
wheremore thenone relativedevelops the diseaseas statistically insignificant. Onlyone
of the patients in this research hadone or more family members with thedisease. In her
case, it was her mother and grandmother.
Causes of Parkinson's Disease
The causeof Parkinson's diseaseisnot yet known. Research hasfailedto reveal
a todc agent or primary metabolic effect, and viral studies have been inconclusive.
Kurtzke (1982) noted: "Parklnsoo's diseasehas been shown to "'= more prevalent in
fanning communities where insecticides are used and well-waterconsumed. The most
likely sequence of events at present is that the age of onset could be related to the
duration of exposure to an unidentified environmental agent; this combined with age-
related neuronal loss in the brain results in the clinical signs and symptoms of
Parkinson's disease- (p. 78). Seven of the ten participants in this paperenjoy orenjoyed
gardening as one of their major hobbies. This, may simply bea strong coincidence.
Another theory about the cause has been related to certain gases. Whencarbon
monoxide poisoning occurred in a few individuals. they demonstrated very similar
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characteristics as those with Parkinson' s disease (Grinker, 1926; Nielson, 1943). The
sametrend occurred with chronic manganese and mercury poisoning (Bidstrup, Bonnell,
Harvey & Locket , 1952).
Oliver (1959) noted that "parkinsonian effects some times occurred as a result of
midbrain compression" (p. 10). Thus traumas to the head might be a possible
explanation as to why an individual might have developed the disease, or a form of it
(perha ps this is an explanation as to why Mohammed Ali exhibits signs similar 10 that
of a parkinsonian). One of the parkinsonians in this projcct had been in a severe car
accident two years prior to his diagnosis. There mayor may not be any connection.
In 1987, an unusual outbreak of severe Parkinson' s-like symptoms occu rred
amongst some young Californians. They had been abusing a drug which was
contaminated with a brain toxin, MPTP. In this tragedy lay important clues for
researchers, and as a result Parkinson's research sky-rocketed. Many in the field now
think that Parkinson' s disease may be due \0 the life-long effects of chemicals which are
similar to MPTP . For example, it is known that some foods contain such substances.
It turns out, however , that MPTP alone is not the problem; it is converted in the brain
to a toxin MPP+. It was found that a group of drugs used against depression could
inhibit this chemical conversion. Research is ongoing in this area (The Parkinson's
Study Group, 1989).
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Mortality
A review of literature failed to find a consensus about the life expectancy (or a
diagnosed parkinsonian. Before the introduction of levodopa therapy, most texts
estimated the life expectancy to be between9 or 10 years, witha considerable rangeof
I to 33 years (Pritchard , & Netsky, 1980). Because levodopa treatment substantially
improved the symptomsof Parkinson's disease. including the quality of life, some
researchers have hypothesizedthat life expectancy for parkinsonians might exceedthat
of the normal population (Diamond, 1976; Marttila, & Rinne , 1977).
Disease Symptoms
There are three majorsymptoms connected with Parkinson'sdisease: tremor,
rigidity, and bradykinesia . A number of secondary symptoms are also associated with
this condition , sometimes a result of the primarysymptomsand sometimesarisingfrom
side effects of the medication.
Pr imary Symptoms
I!Mmr is the mostobviousand familiarmanifestation of the diseaseaffecting
approximately 75% of patients. lt is usually the first symptomthatpromptsa personto
visit their physician. Duvoisin(1991)notedthatthe handon one sideis usuallyaffected;
sometimes one foot is involved. It typically occurs at rest. Tremor is caused by an
alternatingcontractionof opposingmusclegroups. It is regular and rhythmicwith a
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frequency of five 10 six beatsperminute- (p. 27).
Parkinson's disease patientsare characterized as having a restingtremor, which
means that the tremor ceaseswhenreaching or performing someactivity. Somepatients
report thatthe tremor disappearswhentheyremember10swingtheir arms when walking,
It also subsideswhen theysleep.
This symptom has been described as the most embarrassing and annoying
evidence of the disease, yet it does little harm except that it may interfere with
employmentwherebalancingor fine motorcontrol is necessary. Onepatient hadto lake
an early retirementfrom his positionas a Ship' s Officerbecause, as hedescribed, "when
I navigated with a clear radar screen all was well. As soon as I gol a target, I would
become quite shaky, unable to write and becomeprone to navigatingerrors- (Clarke,
199102, p. I).
Tremor is often morepronounced during stressful situations. Patients can chose
to avoid predicamentsthatexcite the shakinglimbor attempt to hide it by shoving it into
a pocketor concealing it behind their other hand. Many patientsare so self-conscious
about their tremor that they tend to avoid socializing altogether.
~ is the symptomwhichgivespatients the mostdifficultywith thisdisease
becauseunliketremor. it can involvethe musclesof the face, neck, shoulders, torso, and
also the limbs. If rigidity does affect these areas, many problemscan arise.
Rigidor frozen facemusclesproducea fixedor masklikeappearanceof the face
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and eyes. Speech tends to become nasal, monotone, and of an indistinct quality,
although actual verbalization is never lost. The neck muscles in the front are stronger
than in the back so as they lighten, Ihey tend to draw the head downward and cause the
upper back to become rounded and hunched. Rigid muscles sometimes causes
headaches, back pain, and general discomfort. Improvements in posture, massage
therapy, and medications sometimeshelpto alleviateaches.
Withthe head drawn downwardand forward, the centre of gravityshiftsforward
and subsequently a tendency to lurch forward on the balls of the feet develops. It can
become quite terrifying as falls are frequent if there is nothing to stop this forward
momentum.
~, as reported by Godwin-Austin (1984) is "the biomechanlcal term
usedto describeslownessof movement. It is notas severe an impedimentas tremor or
rigidity, although in pronounced form it may hamper the patient in everyday life" (p.
17). Duvoisin (991) elaborated:
Common problems caused by bradykinesia include difficulty getting up
froma chair, trouble gettingout of a car, turningover in bcd, donning a
coat or jacket. The activity begins all right bUIslows down and fallers
before it is successfully completed. Patients remark that they felt as if
their batteries had run down. Others feel the bradykinesia as an external
force restraining their movement. .. To thepatient it seemsthat something
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which should be done easily and without a thought requires effort and
constant attention. One patient complained that getting out of a deep,
upholstered chair required a campaign of instruction to every muscle
involved. (p. 35)
On a more technical scale, the motor units of the muscles do not charge
frequently enough, thus affecting the agonist (muscle responsible for a particular
movement) and antagonists (muscle opposing the movement). Therefore there is slow
execution of movement and increased movement time recruitment, which increases
dramatically with the complexity of the task. More time and effort may be needed to do
the normal activities of daily living. One parkinsonian noted: -My daughter does not
have the patience to wait for me to do even the simplest of tbtngs and in her frustration,
ends up doing things for me, furthering my anxiety over my continuing loss of
independence (Clarke, 1991b2, p. I).
Patients also experience difficulty shining and generating new strategies for
accomplishing tasks. Some havedifficulty with several simultaneous movements such
asplacing a box on a shelf, or raising a hand in the air while walking across the room.
Secondary Sym ptoms
Posture and balance are often the cause of major disability in patients. Some
individuals in the beginning stages, may exhibit only a slight reduction in arm swing
when walking and have a tendency to drag the leg on the affected side. Stem & Hurtig
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(1988) reponed that "as the disease evolves , the affected limb is held in a flexed,
addUded position. and steps may become short and shuffling (festination). Associated
arm movementsarc lost" (p. 6).
Patients havedimculty turningcomers, initiatinggait. and maintaining an upright
posture. One patient lamented that she wouldliterally "topple· over if someonewere to
give her the slightest poke. She added: "mostof usdon't evenrealizethat we look so
hunched" (Clarke, 1991dl , p. S). Observations of some of the parkinsonians in the
exercisegroup show a scene where somepatients meticulously navigate about the room,
faithfully placing each foot in precise position. As a volunteer leader , trying not to
imposetoo much on their independence, it is importantto stay in close proximityshould
they lose their upright posture and lurch uncontrollably forward. These plunges have a
way of disheancn ing patients especially when bruises. the size of soccerballs, appear
every time a ·cmh· occurs. Several of the patients have displayed their discoloured
limbs, demonstrating~ damage thediseasecan do when one fights to exercise some
independent maneuvering.
Eventually, loss of postural reflexescan confine patients to a wheelchair or even
thebed , resultingIn other health problems likepneumoniaor thromboembolic pneumonia
(a blood clot blocks a blood ...esset in a lung).
Range of mOljon is severely reduced in the parkinsonian both at rest, and during
the execution of a movement pattern. Patients report that they cannot reach as high as
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they once could. They also note that their stride shortens when walking. This is
partially becausetheagonists lend to shorten while the antagonists tend 10 blgthen. In
advancedstages, someparkinsonians resemble lhefamous-hunchback of NotreDame.·
~ diminishes over the duration of the disease. When muscles do
respond, it is much slower than normal. There is sometimes a failure to activate the
agonist as well as failure 10inhibit the antagonist.Subsequently, patients experience a
-freezing- sensation and are unable to move at limes. Phasic stretch reflex (muscle
length while still) is Intact while the tonic stretch (muscle length while moving) is
impaired.
The sliff and weakened shouldersmakedressing difficull, and it often necessary
to ask for assistance. Not only is this humiliatingfor the patient, but it also makes them
feel that they are a burden. Stiff finger muscles impair the skilful act of buttoning
clothes. writing, and some house chorea. Again, patients must rely on others to help
themwith tasb requiring fingerdexterity. Manyof them have had to abandonor modify
theirhobbiesand relinquish their efforts10write tenere, noting thateven they could not
readtheir ownhaJ1dwriting.
Inflexible back musclescan maketurningin bed, gellingup in the morning, and
stepping into a car a tiresometask. Sometimes the effort becomes too much and the
parkinsonian resigns to the fact !hatit's notworththe aggravationandeffort to leave lhe
house. EventuallyI somedo not even leave the chair or the bed. The result is a body
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that is not challenged to move. TIle muscle tissuedeteriorates and connective scat tissue
infiltl'"oiltes [he musclecausing it to shrink and shorten. The patient is then left without
the option of movingor IK)( moving.
.Ikfimni..li.cs developbecause the flexor musclesof the body becomestronger than
the extensors. Sometimes the fingerswill twist uncontrollably, the toesmay curl under,
causing the legs 10 cramp, or the chest may pull the body into a slouched posture
inducing episodes of back pain.
~ is commonto manyin society but probablymore so in individuals
who have illnesses that prohibit them from doing the things lhallhey want to do. While
highs and lows accompany Parkinson'sdisease, the reasonfor periods of depression is
medically based. Ueberman(1989)wrote that "there is a reductionin certainchemicals
(dopamine, norepinephrine, and serotonin) and it is believed to be related to the
depression experienced by many of the patients (p. 6).
Sleep diSlllrbancesoccur whenpatientsexperience difficulties falling asleep, and
remaining asleep thus leading to feelings of exhaustion the following day. It then
becomes necessary to schedule several naps throughout the day which is often seen as
inconvenient and disruptive to the eveningsleep. Somedescribe this as a -Calch 2r
situation.
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Because of the difficulty of turning over in bed, patients cannol make frequent
shifts in their position to make themselves more comfortable. When they feel so
awkward,it is arduousto relax and drift off to sleep.
Forcedeyelid clQsyreresultswhen the eyelidssnaptogetherand refuse to open.
A caretaker or familymembermust skilfullyemploystrategicmaneuvering to pry them
open. Sometimesefforts to open the eyes are left in vain. The inabilityto see, where
sight is possible, is sorrowful.
Speech problemsresult in changes in volume. phonationor articulation of the
voiceand Is a commonproblemin patientswilhadvancedrigidity of the facial muscles.
The voice may become monotonous, lacking variation, and feeling. Words become
slurred, unclear, andruntogether. It oftenbecomes necessary to rehearse certainvowels
and consonants everydayas part of a speechtherapyprogram.
Pifficulty swaJJowjng arises from an inability to forcethe fooddown the throat
becausethe musclescannotforcefully contractto movethe mealalong. Patientsmust
place smallerportionsin the mouth,chew and swallow carefullyand slowly.
Olher secondar:y symptoIDs: Constipation, swelling of the ankles, writing,
dizziness,sexualproblems,and droolinghaveall been identifiedas possibleside effects
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of the medication or the primarysymptoms. Otherauthorshave describedan unlimited
collectionof theseand other secondarysymptoms. Thosepresentedrecognizethe most
Sia ge of Progression
In 1967Hoehnand Yahr (1967) deviseda chart 10 describefive clinical stages of this
illness: Many of the currentstudies use this scaleto classifyparkinsonians according to
the stageof progression:
StageI: Mildonesidedtremoror rigidity; withor withoutslowness
of movement. Patientsat stage one may not need any
treatment.
StageII: Moderate tremoror rigidityoccurringon both sides with
bradykinesia. Symptoms will be improved with drug
therapy.
Stage III: Significant tremor, rigidity and/or bradykinesia. This is
accompaniedby mobility problems. Difficulties inpostural
control develop; there is unsteadiness on turns, and
hesitations, halls, and freezes when starting to walk.
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Patients begin 10 notice fluctuations in their level of
functioning during a day and may experiencedyskinesia
(levodopa·induced involuntary movements). The major
new problem at this stage:is balance difficulty.
Stage IV: More severedisability, but still mobile and able to function
independently. Bradykinesia is more severe. If
fluctuations are present they too will be more severe.
Stage V: Lossof ability to function independently. Postural defects
are severe and independent mobility is impossible.
The rate at whichpatients progress from one stage to the other varies with the
individual. One patient noted lhat she has beenin stage II for seven years (Clarke.
1991, 1, p. 1).
CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Int rodu ction
Patients with Parkinson's disease experience a myriad of physical and
psychological changes. Responsibilities for dealing with all aspects of a chronic disease,
for both patient and family, are endless. Daily attention must be garnered to deal with
the effects of the illness on the person's life as well as the effects that it has on those of
the caregiver. Vernon and Stern (l988) note that there are several well-defined stages
that the patient and family experience:
1. Confronting the reality of having a chronic illness.
2. Identification of problem areas and initiation of adaptation strategies.
3. Emergence of successful coping mechanisms, participation in therapy and
an acceptance of Parkinson's disease as a partner in one's life (p, 103).
The journey through these stages will vary from person to person, with some
individuals never really accepting their predicament. Patients and family may feel
trapped in a maze of negative emotions including denial, hostility, regression,
dependence, and depression. Patient 's self-esteem, changes in functional ability,
employment status, financial encumbrances, social isolation, sexuality, and disease
fluctuations arc additional problem areas that frequently arise. It is imperative that those
who have Parkinson's disease recognize these difficulties and discuss them with their
physician, others in similar situations, or their families. Only then can successful
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management strategies materialize.
The front line assault to this illnessusually begins with drug therapy. The re is
no shortageof materialin the literatureon this subjectasit is felt that medication is the
primary weapon in the doctor's arsenal for treating the symptoms. Experts in the area
of chronic illnesses have identifieda number of othermanagementstrategies that patients
can employ 10 deal more effectivelywith their predicament. Some of these include:
obtaining a conscientious physician, learning about occupational therapy, assuming self
responsibilityI enjoying copiousquantitiesof loveand laughter. joininga support group,
and getting plentyof exercise. These willbe discussedIcllc-vinga briefoverviewof the
first and mostimportant management strategy. drugs.
Man agement Strat egies
The Drugs
Amantadine (Symmetrell is oftenused as the first drug treatment for Parkinson's
Disease. It acts by releasingdopamine from the ce lls of the substantia nigra, thus
promoting smoother muscle function. Amantadine is also used in the prevention of
influenza, and this maybe a plausibleexplanation why the flu is relatively uncommon
in the parkinsonian.
Anticholinergicdrugs may be addcd or substituted if the patient's response (a
Amantadine decreases or sideeffects develop. It is also useful in preventing the action
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of acetylcholine. which is out of balance in the brain because of the reduction in
dopamine. This drug is effective against rigidity and tremor, but not against
bradykinesia. Side effects may include: dryness of mouth blurred vision, mental
changes, or difficulty in voiding. Some patients also experience hallucinations,
forgetfulness, or delusions.
Antidepressant dOleS are sometimesadministeredto improve patient's moodand
relievesomeof thesecondary symptoms. Sideeffects mayalsodevelop.
Bromocripline (Parlodell is a dopamine agonist which stimulates the dopamine
receptors. It is limited in abilitybecause it does not stimulateall of the receptors. It is
very usefulin relieving slowness of movement,rigidity. and leg cramping. This drug
must be taken ona full stomach as it tends 10 irritate the stomach lining.
PatientswithmoderateParkinson's diseasehaveincreasingdifficultywithbalance
and walking. Most of their symptoms result from the deficiency of dopamine in the
striatum, which cannot be correctedby giving dopamine itself as it will not cross the
blood intothe brain.
~ (Sinemet)or a dopamine antagonist such as Parlodel would be the
choice for patients in theabovepredicament. Levodopa crossesinto the brain where it
is changed to dopamine. Mostpatients respond positively to this drug, but the effects
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usu:lJly last two to five years . Side effects o f nausea and vomit ing may bepresen t.
~ are drugs thaiblock theconversion o f levndo pa 10dopamineoutsidethe
brain, while notaf fecting thisconversioninside thebra in. About 90percentof levodopa
(when used alone) is changed outside the brai n to do pamine . Dopaminecanno t cross
from the blood to the brain , thus it is desirable 10block the convers ion through the use
of inhibitors.
Deprenyl (Seleginel is one of the latest drug s used in the management of
parkinsoniansymptoms. Usedinconjunction withlevodopa(Sincmet), it helps to reduce
the dosageof Sinemel therebyalso diminishing the intolerable sideeffects. Research
suggests that Deprenyl may delay the onse t of the disabilit y associated with early,
otherwiseuntreated Parkinson'sdisease(New England Journal of Medicine, 1989). It
is believed {hat early intervention with this drug delays ihe need forSincmct, and thus
patientscould continue to worklongerin their jobsbefore being forced intoretire ment.
For some parkinsonans, deprenyl smoothes out the "on-off" and "wearing off"
phenomena(WottonAtwood, 1991, p. 72). It has been described by patientsas the
"wonderdrug" in the battleagainst Parkinson's disease.
There are other drugs that are used in ca refully calculated dosages and
combinations to best fit the patient's response. A management scheme is best, when
patientsare ableto monitorthepositiveand negative effectso f thedrugs, theduration
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of these effects , and together w ith thephysician, agreeupon the be st combinationfo r
lhem.
Glenna Wotton A twood (1991)says that -kno wingyo ur disease and the treatments
available fOf it makes yo u aneducatedmedicalconsumer. Youare an infonned patient
who can discuss with your doc tor the best treatment for you. You can discuss the
medica tions and dosages usedin your stage of Parkinson's and jheir relative merits for
your symptoms" (p. 86) .
By carefully montroring the pills and thei r effects, it is possible that small
discoveries made by th e patient and shared with the doctor may lead 10 better
management. A story by Victor Holman (198S) rei nforces this idea:
This morning, ins teadof lakingone tablet, I tookonl y a half , aleas t an
hour earlier. and here I am unable to walk, and full of leg-heaviness. I
have taken anothe r tablet but I shall have to wait unlll the dopamine
begins to work before I can continue. At this time I made another
discovery thaI has beenof vitalimponance in my Par kinson pilgrimage.
Immobili zed in my clasroo mwithout my cane (I o ften left it in my car
out of van ity), I took an extra tablet to see if il would help to get me
going, abse ntmindedlychewingit insteadof swallowing lt, and finding to
myamazementtha t l could move a fter onlya short delay. This taught me
thatmyaki nesia was dosage relatedandthat by chewing thetablet, I had
speeded up theabsorbtion of thedrug. Bothmy physicianand pharmacist
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confirmed that th is was correct since the S inemet be gins to have a direc t
effect via the saliva wher e digestion already begins. (p. 6)
The Ph ysician
The physician is a vital componentof any management plan thatis intended to
minimize thenegative consequences of this disease. Hisor heraccurate diagnosis and
subsequent recommendationsfor implementing the most effective d rug therapy strategy
is vital for maintaining a quality of living. Physicia ns who are perceived as insensitive
and who ignore the complaints and concerns of the patient, do little to ease the
psychological bu rden of having a disease such as thi s. Additio nally , a doctor who fails
tokeep up to date on the advancements in thefield , or ways thai a patientcan enhance
the qualityof life, througheducational materials, o r occupational de vices and physical
therapy do their patients an injus tice. Finding a doc tor that you can trust and work with
is vital in the management of this disease.
Occu patio nal Th erapy
In its later stages , parktnsonlans may find that their physica l sympto ms disable
them to the point where they are barely functiona l. Walki ng in the home, doing the
dishes, eating, buttoning c lothes. and tying shoe laces become awkward andc umbersome
tasks, an d may sometimes require special adaptations unknown to the patient. Through
education, human and written reso urces, devises, or modifications in the home, one can
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facilitateindependentliving andpromotean increasein self-esteem.
Selr Responsibility
A famous proverb slates, "Youcanlead a horse to water, butyou cannot make
him drink," Self responsibility is important (Of any illness where medications are
concerned. Parkinsonians must take theirpills in precise quantities and timeseach day,
and monitor the effects that the pills haveon their health . It is their responsibility 10
relay this information10their physician sothat necessarymodificationscan be made to
treat the disease. It is also recommended that patients learn all that they canabout the
disease, stress management, and other coping techniques.
In addition to themedication, thepatient whocan remain positiveandoptimistic
will havea bettertime in dealingwith theirillness then someone whosurroundsthemself
with doomandgloom.
Love and Laughter
Sidney Dorros (1981), a long timeparkinsonian, tellsreaders to "finda purpose
in life,give and receive love, and have fun" (p. 101). Thetherapeutic effectsof love
and laughter have also been well described by Sacks (1974), and Cousins (1979).
Emotional flexibility, a sense of humour, and above all , a sense of irony can reduce
stress and tensionin thestruggle to copewith theadversitiesof Parkinson'sdisease.
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Supp ort G roups
Support groups can provide a forum for the exchang e of ideas, personal
accomplishments, and set-backs,emotionaltrials and tribulation s, and peer emotional
support. Patients, familyand friends are importantparticipants in thesupportgroup. so
as 10 minimize the potential for individual isolation and loneliness that is often
experienced by someonewith thiscondition.
Local chapters liaise with provincial and national chapters of the Parkinson's
societyin availing current info rmation10 its members that might otherwise escape their
watchfuleyes. Local groups arealso useful in establish ing support groups where none
exist, thusopening up newavenues for promoting an effective management strategy.
Exercise
Most people acknowledge that exerciseis important for me ntal and physical well
being. Those who are active on a regular basis have variousreasons for participating.
Whenmost people thinkabout exercise,theysee someone youngandhealthy huffing and
puffingtheir way to fitness.
Yet, there is a significant part of thepopulationwhoare exercising10save their
lives! Bijnen, Mosterd, & Jongbloed (1992)lists inactivity as one of the risk factors
leading to the development of coronary heart disease, yet many people wait until they
have hadat least one heartattack before theymakeanyplans to refurbishtheirlives and
includedaily exercise in it. Th roughout Canada there are many peoplewho will lcll you
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that they wouldbecrippled from arthriticpainif it werenot fora daily routine involving
a signi ficant amount of physical exercise . Cousins (1976) tells the story of Mr. Charles
Thierry, who OIl theage of 93. still adventuredon long vigourous walks in the country
every day. At the age of 103he contracted influenza and hada stormy convalescence.
He was seen by Dr. Paul Dudley White. who urged him to resumehis daily walks
regardless of the weather. Thierry recovered but taterdied ofpneumoutaat 108 years
of age, largely due 10 his own negligence (p. 13)] Cousins tell s of another man's
experience with exercise:
I meet Pablo Casale for the first time in his home in Puerto Rico. I was
fascinated by his daily ro utlne. About 8:00 a.m. his lovely young wife
Mana would help him to start the day. Hi s various infirm itiesmade it
difficult for him to dress himself. Judgingfrom his difficulty inwalking
and from the way he held his hands, I guessed he was suffering from
rheumatoid arthritis. His emphysema was evident in his laboured
breathing. He cameinto the living roomon Marta's arm. He was badly
stooped. His head was pitched forward and he walked with a shuffle.
His hands were swollen and his fingers were clenched.
Even before going to the breakfast table, Don Pablo went to the
piano - which, I learned, was a daily ritual. He arranged himselfwith
some difficultyon the piano bench, then with discernible effort raisedhis
swollenand clenched fingers above thekeyboard.
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I was not prepared for the miracle that was about to happen. The
fingers slowly unlocked and rea ched toward the keys like thebuds of a
plant toward the sun. His back straightened. He seemed to breath more
freely. Now his fingers settled on the keys. Then came the opening bars
of Bach's "w c hlternper tcne Klavier,"played witn great sensitivity and
control. I had forgotten that Don Pablo had achieved proficiency on
several musical instrumentsbefo re he took up the cello. He hummedas
heplayed, then said that Bach spoke10 himhere-andhe placed his hand
over his heart.
Then he plunged intoa Brahms concerto and hisfingers, now agile
andpowerful , racedac ross the keyboard withdazzling speed. His entire
body seemed fusedwith music; it was no longer stiffand shrunken but
supple andgraceful and completely freed of arthritic coils.
Having finished the piece , hestood up by himselt , farstraighter
and taller then when he had come into the room. He walked to the
breakfast table withno trace of shuffle, ate heart ily, talked animatedly,
finished themeal, then wentfor a walkon the beach, (p. 72)
(Pablo Cesatswasninety years oldat the time of this account).
Dr.A lexander Leaf,of Harvard Medical School, in his studies ofvery old people
around theworld, led himto suggesttha t longevitywas correlated witha rather frugal
diet , butof well balanced composition, vigourous physical activity andinvolvement in
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communityaffairs to the end of one's life. He noted that a complete retire ment from
active life did not seem to be a good way to reach a very old age (Cousins, 1976).
Forthe parkinsonian,exercise has manyroles. Oncediagnosed with this illness,
there is a tendency to become immobilized. A lifestyle with minimized movement also
creates a body unprepared to deal with the stresses of everyday living. It is not
uncommon for sedentary individuals to experience constipation, edema. weakened
immunity. weight gain and loss of flexibility.
Many of the texts on Parki nson' s disease reserve a paragraph or two to echo the
accolade s of regular participation in an exercise program. But a paragraph, or even a
pagecannotdo justice to oneof the most important management strategies, cited bysome
active parkinsonians, as one of the most important tactics in the comprehensive
managemcntofthci r illness.
Physicians and neurologists (Duvoisin, 1984; Hurwhz, 1989) also recognized
exercise therapy as important and necessarystrategiesin the managementof Parkinson's
disease. Many active parkinsonians are quick to note the same op inions, yet when
patients are first diagnosed, many physiciansgive the impression that this is a medical
matter best deall with by the medical profession. The only responsibility placed on the
patient is to take the pills in the prescribed amount and at the recommended time each
day.
Annette,a parkinsonian living in Newfoundland noted that only one in six
neurologiststhat she visited recommended any form of exercise (Clarke, 1991d2, p. 1).
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In fact, only one individualof theten surveyed in thispapercould admit that their doctor
had recommended they participate in regular ex ercise in their initial consultation. With
such little emphasis on exercise. it is no wonder thataUernplsto findinfonnatioo about
it are often disappointing.
Of the material that was available on Parkinso n's disease, stro ng suppo rt for
continuing or beginninganexerciscprogram was overwhelming. Duvoisin (1991) wrote:
Physicalactivityin amounts commensurate with one's abilityand strength
can make an importantcontributionto health and wen-being. Activity is
necessary to maintain thebody's musculature. Unused muscles quickly
atrophy.•. Exercise also improves the heart and circulation.. . It is a
common observance that physica lly active people have less trouble with
constipationthan those who lead sedentary lives. Finaly, physical activity
has a goodeffect on the mind. It is relaxing, calming, and often provm s
a welcome change of ideas. A sense of satisfactionand well-being is
commonly experiencedfollowing exercise.
Those obvious truisms merit repeti tion here because, alas,
Parkinson patients tend gradually to withdraw from their usual
activities...To combat this tendency it is a good idea to followa regular
routine toassure a reasonable a mount of physical activity everyday•.. The
specific nature of the activity is not important. I am not discussing
physical activity as a treatment but as a meansof maintaining a degreeof
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physical fitness. No amounto f physical fitness can alter the basic d isease
process in the nervous system. However, a patient who re mains
physically active is belief able 10cope with the various symptom s of
Parkinson's diseaseas the years go by. (po133)
ElizabethCross (1991). aphysiotherapist andinternational speakero n Parkinson's
disease, wroteabout the benefitsof group exerciseclasses10the parkinsonian:
There is improvement in general mobility. dexterity of movement , and
activities of daily living such as bathing, dressing and eati ng.
Addi tionally.patients benefitfro meducationand treatments available from
the instructor and other Parkinsonians in the class. There is improved
socialization, improved motivat ional levels, betterinterpersonaland family
relat ionships andan increased level of self esteem. (p. 4)
Kim Furlong (l991), physiotherap ist for theNewfoundland and Labrador Chapter
of the Parkinson's Foundation of Canada, noted that exercising was a very important
activity for the person afflicted withParkinson's disease. She said:
Becausemuscles tend 10 favour constriction, theparkinsonian'sjoints have
a tendency to becomestiff and fle xed. T heirposture deterioratesand they
can quickly becomestooped. W ithout regular exercise their move ments
become more and more difficult , their feet stickto the floor and they find
it harder to get outof a chairor eat . With regular exercise to music, the
parkinsonian can stretch , rotate and extend their jo intsallowingfor freer
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movement and more Ilextbility . WiLh postural exercises, the
parkinsonians walk taller, look people in the eye, and breathe easier.
(Clark e, 1991m, p. 2)
Schenkman et al ( 1989) presented a rationale for earl y ph y sical therapy
interven tion for the pat ient with Parkinson's disease. They believed that thi s Interve ntion
was designed 10 minimize musculoskeletal limitations and postural deformity that
accom panied the disease, thereby improving the patient' s capability for indepe ndent
functioning for as long as possible. In the first o f two case studies, the researchers noted
that the p at ient had improvements of balance, gait and functional movement after
adhering to a ten week exercise program . Th e patient in this study was not receiv ing
medi cation for the disease. In the secon d ca se study the same improv ements were
recorded wi th the one exception: the patient was receiving medication for his illne ss,
Gau thier (1989) noted that exe rc ise was vital for combatting one o f the major
symptoms of Ihe disease - rigidit y. M uscles wh ich are not exercised regular ly tend 10
sho rt en and deteriorate, thus complicating effort s to per form simple locomotor tasks.
Daily stretchin g is necessary to lengthen the tighten ing flexor muscles, for withou t it. Ihe
body attempts to contract crea ting hunched sho uldcrs, crunched fingcrs, shortened hip
and toe flexor s and ruining posture. This stoo ped position makes sleep ing difficult as
patients are unable to lay extended in bed for any period of lime . The resulting lack of
sleep more then like ly co ntributes to the continual exhaustion that many feel
accompanying them throughout the day . Exerci se is criti cal for combatting the mu scles
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desire to pull the headtowards the toes!
Godwin-Austin (1988) noted that "exercise gives encouragement and monl
support. especially if the wife or husband joins in with the patient by doing their
exercises together•..Gt ttingout of the house enabled individuals to meet people, as well
as having a strong physical effect- (p. 54).
Gauthier and Gauthier (J981) conductedan experiment in which 59 patients with
Parkinson's disease were assigned 10an experimental group or control group. The
experimental group received rehabilitationtreatment which includedanexerciseprogram
and the control group did not. A neurologistrecorded the impressions the patients had
concerning the severity of (heir symptomsat six monthpost-treatment. Theexperimental
group perceived a regression of the severity of their symptoms; the control group
reported no change. The experimentalgroup also reportedbehavioural changesin that
they were more cognizant about the disease and meretcre had leu fear of it. The
researchers noted that there wasan apparent change in attitude from the first to thetenth
session. Patients progressed from an egocentricity at the beginning, to int~l.ed , to
concerned involvement withothers, at the end. The group situation furnishedall patients
with an opportunity for greater socialization and communication. Also, an important
factor was the presence of family members, because they too learned about Parkinson's
disease and whnessed the residual potential of their affected relative.
Palmer et at (1986) studied the outcomes of two different tz-week exercise
therapy programs for parkinsonlans. The findingsindicated that the majority of patients
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in both groups showed improvements in gait, tremor, grip strength and motor
coordination on tasks requiring fine motor control. Subjectiveimpressions based on
patient questionnairesdemonstrated that most patients had feelings of increased well-
beingand moreconfidence in walking.
It is quite easy to listen to people talk about the experiences of others, yet the
stories cannothelpbut losetheir richness. personality and meaning whenrelatedthrough
theeyes of a third person, or reportedunderimpersonal, laboratory conditions. This
paper allows the reader the privilege of reading about Parkinson's disease from the
perspective of those who live with it. Chapter IV elaborateson the choiceof research
methodology.
CHAPTER IV
MET/IODOWGY
Introduction
The review of literat ure does not dispute the value of exercise in improving the
overall symptomology of Parkinson's disease. In fact most of the physicians,
physiotherapist, and other researchers left little doubt that regular exercise enhanced well
being, affected positive changes in attitude, offered opportunities for moral support, and
even improved motor functioning.
It is doubtful however , that parkmsonlans would rush out and join an exercise
program based on these findings . The problem with some quantitative research is that it
fails to solicit any emotional attachment. To write that patients experience positive
changes in attitude, without describing the experience , does an injustice to the full
implications of the findings.
Qualitative research, by its nature, allows researchers the licence to explore an
idea or concept, and thus portray a more compassionate and realistic picture of it. One
member of the Parkinson's exercise group wrote of his participation in the exercise class
in a recent newsletter:
We are a group of some 25 souls whose claim to fame is Parkinson's
disease. We meet on Wednesday mornings for physical exercise, an
activity meant to flex our rigid muscles. It is a job to decide who is
looking at whom as we gather round our instructor waiting for the signal
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to begin.
Susan, our mentor, guide, counsellor, and friend comes from
Grand Falls. Her approachis upbeat. enthusiastic. and original; witness
our quick marching round the hall to the splendid swell of Handel's
Alleluia Chorus. Susan's blondhair, smiling face, and ridiculousjokes
conceal a strong and determined person.
Ourmeeting place is the comer of the WhiteRoomatthe Medical
Centre. We sit and stand, stretch, and bend, keeping in lime with the
musical accompaniment. The physical effort is bracing; we participateto
the extent our individual restrictions allow. There is fellowship here, a
dedication100, as shown by the couple who attend regularly, driving 45
miles from their home. (Rendell, 1991, p. 2)
The imagescreated by his command of this experiencereinforce the value thai
this environment hasin authenticatingtheclaim that exercise classes buildmoral support
for some participants. It is the testimony of the participant living the benefit, not some
omniscient writer who feels that he or she can write about the advantages of exercise
based on instinct or some pen and pencil survey. Statistical analysis. in my opinion.
could neverconjure up the sameimages or offer such a rich and descriptive account of
such a one dimensional statement, ie.• exercise classes build moralsupport.
The choice to usequalitativemethodswas basedon a secondconsideration. The
group who had agreed to participatein this research project represented various stages
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of Parkinson'sdisease. Theyall experiencethe diseasedifferently. Notwopeopleshare
the same symptoms, the same reactions to the medication, or the same management
strategies.To apply a quantitative methodology wouldbe an exercisein futilityas the
number of presiding variablesare beyondthe control of the researcher.
Multiple realities are at work in understanding the role thai exercise has on the
management of Parkinson's disease. Qualitative research allows the opportunity of
exploring the data , going back for more, endulging in angles that were not previously
consideredand so forth. This liberty creates the opening to portrayas manyaspectsof
thediseaseas possibleand perhapsdiscoverthemesand insightsthat werenotpreviously
in the literature.
The Case Study Method
The methodology for thispaper is the casestudyand was so chosenbecause it is
the best methodfor providingan intensive description and analysisof the phenomenon
under investigation (Patton 1990;Marriam, 1989; Miles & Huberman, 1984). Case
studyresearchcan illuminatenumerousanduniquethemesand meaningswhichmay help
constructtentative hypotheses forcontinuedresearch. Additionallyit can helpto advance
the knowledge base of existing research, especially considering the fact that there is
limited informationavailableabout the phenomenon understudy.
Case study research can potentially yield an insurmountable amount of data.
Becauseof this, the numberof people participating had be limited. With this in mind,
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the samplingchosen (or thepaper was"purposive sampling,· thai is, the sample was
specificallychosen because this group representedthe bestpopulationfor learning the
most about the research question; they are the only individualsin Newfoundland and
Labradorwho attend a hOmogeneous exerciseclass specifically for parkinsonians.
When this research was initiated, al l of the people who were members of the
exercisegroup. agreedto contribute their opinionsand experiencesto this project. The
primary study group consisted of six men and fOUf women, all of whom had been
diagnosedby a neurologist as havingParkinson's disease. Their ages ranged from 5'110
77with a meanageof 63.
Thenumberof members hassinceescalated andthe temptation to open the doors
and allow the new mcmben to have their input. has been strong. Some of lhtse
participantsprobably could articulate their experiencesin far richer detail, offer deeper
insights intosomeof the issues, and maybeexploreother mailersskirtedby someof the
people in the original group. Yes, it was very tempting to secretly toss some of my
original transcripts in the garbage and substitutesome of the observationsof the newer
and less advancedparldnsonians. But. I remainedfai' hfully patientand to my surprise,
thosewho saidvery little in class, sometimesmade comrnenu in our privatesessionsmat
yielded the most remarkableinsights of all. All contributions to my investigation were
represented honestly and faithfully.
Due to the diverse nature of the member's involvement with this disease. and the
potential 10 become sidetracked exploring ideas mal are very similar to the inquiry,
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investigationconcentratedexclusively on the exerciseprogram in which all of the study
group participated.
The Exercise Pr ogram
Allof theparticipantsin thisenquiryattendanexerciseclassdesignedspecifically
(or individuals withParkinson'sdisease, They meetoncea week in an isolatedwing of
a local hospital and together with the instructor, move their limbs through a series of
specifically fashioned routines. TIle class lasts approximately 40 minutes after which
participants enjoy refreshments, and some relaxing conversation . Before the class
begins, the group are given the opportunity to share the latest joys and hardshipswith
each other and makeany announcements about their individuallives.
Theclasshasbeenoperatingforover twoyears. Tenpeoplecomprised the initial
class and to date there are almost twenty-five parkinsonians who faithfully attend. The
sessionfollowsa specific format. The group sits onplastic chairs for the first two music
selections and initiate their involvement in the class by executing movementsdesigned
to warm up the upper and lower body. There is a substantial concentrationof shoulder
and arm extensions that involve the whole range of motion, symmetrical and
asymmetrical movement patterns, coordination activities, and upper body rotation.
Movements of the lower bodyare aimed at stretchingthe abductors. adductors, flexors.
and extensors of the hip. Additionally, there is considerable attention focused on
stretching the anterior and internal rotatorsof the lower leg.
SO
Followingthe warm up, the paceof the music quickensand the groupis asked
to standand takea positionin frontof theirchairs. Someindividualsprefer the security
of having a chair placed in front of them in the event they lose their balance. This
portionof the classis designedto elevate theheart rate slightly by conditioningthe larger
muscles of the lower body. Participants perform exercises such as heel touches, knee
lifts to the front and back, marching, side steps and short marches 10 the front of the
room and back again. Attemptsare often madeto incorporatearm sequenceswith the
leg movements but some of the participantsfind it difficult 10concentratewhen the)'arc
expected to movemore then onebody part at a time.
The instructor will then isolatea portionof the class for buildingup theendurance
and range of motionof the musclesof the upper body, particularly the extensors and
rotator muscles. After thirty minutes, the class is asked to sit in the chairs. The music
tempo remains high while the instructor has participants march their feet on the spot,
extend their legs, flex the knees and other similarmovements. At times, the class will
use specialequipmentsuch as towels, sponges,and wands, to work on their muscular
strengthand endurance. Four minutesare reservedat the end, to work on improvingthe
dexterityof the muscles in the lowerarms, handsand face.
Confidentiality
When asked to participatein the present research, the informants were notified
that their identitieswould be protectedat all times. Pseudonymswere usedin the field
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notes, journal, and interviews. These names remain consistent throughout the research
period .
The Study Group - Siage of Progression
The Hoehn and Yahr (1967) staging criteria indicated that none of the patients
wereat stageI of thedisease, fourwereat stageII, fivewere stage: III, andone wasat
stageJV. The meandiseasedurationwas 7.5 years.
Data Co iledion
Personal histories were obtained fromthe parkinsonians whoparticipated
in the research project. Someof the informationcollectedaskedmembers
to note thei r age at diagnosis, occupation , educational background, and
exercisehabits.
Several interviews were conducted with the members . Discussions were
taped and transc ribed verbatum .
Participants were asked 10 complete a survey that asked them to write
aboutsomeof theirpersonalexperiencesand managementstrategies with
Parkinson's disease .
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Participant were observed, through video taped footage. before, during,
and after class as well as in their homes, where all of the interviews were
conducted. On each occasion, field noteswere meticulously recorded and
filed.
A journal was kept at all times during the research investigation to record
and documentany personal insights, suspected biases, gut feelingsand
suspicious incidents. Anycomments made by spouses, othermembers of
the class, caregiversor even friends were also duly noted.
The use of multiple methods of data collection is a major strengthof casestudy
research because "the flaws of one method aTC often the strengths of another, and by
combining methods, observers can achieve the best of each. while overcoming their
unique deficiencies" (Denzin, 1970, p. 313). Marshall and Rossman (1989)wrote:
Multiple sources of information are sought and used because no single
source of information can be trusted to provide a comprehensive
perspectiveof the program. By using a combination of observations,
interviewing, and document analysis, the field worker is able to use
different data sources to validate and cross check findings. Using a
combination of data types increases validity as the strengths of one
approachcancompensatefor the weaknessesof anotherapproach. (p. 79)
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The Inter view as Meth od
Interviewing is a commontechnique of data gathering both in quantitativeand
qualitativeanalysis. In thisstudy, the researcher conducted person toperson interviews,
following the guidelines suggested by Weber (1986) whereby "the interview becamea
less clinical structured aspect of methodology and more an opportunity to advance
understanding through conversation and dialogue" (p. 65). Patton(1980) said:
We interview people to find out from themthosethings that we cannot .
directlyobserve.. , Wecannotdirectly observe behaviours that look place
at some previous point in lime. We cannot observe situations thai
preclude the presence of an observer. We cannotobserve how people
haveorganized theworldand the meaning theyattachto whatgoeson in
the world- weask peoplequestions aboutthose things. The purposeof
interviewing, then, is 10 allow us to enter into the other person's
perspective. (p. 278)
n elnten lews
Four to five interviews wereheld in the homesof eachstudy participant. During
the first interview participants were asked10 discus how they discovered they had the
disease. their initial reactionto the diagnoses, their experiences with their physician,
family and friends, and how thediseasehad affected their lives.
The secondinterview wasconducted througha questionnaire and exploredsome
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of the emotional aspectsof the diseaseas well as someof the management strategies thai
each one had put in place. Questions were asked about what made them happy,
frustrated, and sad; whatlo ss meant to them, how they copedand persevered, and finally
about their ernie view of how they saw themselves in the world .
The third interview tied upany unansweredquestions from the first two meetings,
and exploredsomeof the thoughts that might not have been fully described in the initial
engagement. As well, symptomology (primary andsecondary) wasaddressed.
The fourth interview was reserved for discussionsabout their participation in the
exercise class. Questions were asked about how they became involved with the class,
their likes and dislikes about exercise, how they felt it helped their illness. and what
aspects of their lives were affected by choosing to attend.
The fifth interviews were conducted with some of the spouses alone. In this
interview, spouses were asked to give their observations of the patient. All questions
asked of the patient were also asked of the spouse e.g., "What do you thinkbothers your
wife/husband the most about having Parkinson's disease?" All interviews were tape
recorded (numbertwo written), and transcribed verbatum.
Researche r' s Position
The participants in this study eagerly submitted to my desire to enter their lives
and learn more about the condition that had become a part of everything they did. As
the instructor for their exercise session, I had alsodeveloped a keen interest in their well
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being. On many occasions, I was invited to several of their homes for purd y social
I wonde red jf I might have been advantaged or disadvantaged by the close
relationship tnat I had cultiva ted during the preceding two years . When I think about it
however. 1am confidentthat myassociation with eachof them hasenabledthem to relax
and confide their episodes with Parkinson's disease in a relaxed manner. This disease
is a very personal, humiliating,and embarrassing condition. It is not easy to talk about
at times. Patients are moreat rest andopentodiscussion whentheyare in the company
of someone with whom they feel a certaindegree of comfort. Thus, as a friend. I am
more then likely privileged to be the recipient of their personal management strategies
and other incidents that round out their involvementwith this disease.
-Perhaps my association with the class mighl lead them to bias their opinions
about the exercise class ,· 1 thought. In rationalizing the validity of the data I had
collected, I surmised that these individuals would not waste their time for almost two
years, coming to something that they did not feel wasof any benefit. Commentsmade
by family members, and friends reaffinned my conviction that thesepeople thoroughly
enjoyed theexercise experienceand attended in the belief that it wasa fundamental part
of their desire to influence the progressof the illness.
Quinn Patton (1990), a noted authority on qualitative research methodologies,
wrote:
There are no formulas fer determining significance. There are no ways
of perfectly replicating the researcher's analytical thought processes.
There are no straight forwardtests for reliability and validity. In short,
there are no absolute rules except to do the very best with your full
intellect to fairly represent the data and communicate with thedata given
the purposeof the study. (po372)
By following theserecommendations and guidelines throughouttheentire research
journey,I have confidencethat the proofof validityrestswith theassumption that I have
indeed been true to the dataand that the data has beentrue 10 me.
CHAPTER V
TIl E PARTICIPANTS
Introduction
J could not do justice to the data analysis presented in the following chapter
without first offering a brief introduction to the men and women who contributed the
information. The scope of the study cannot merit complete analysis of all data and
personal hino ries constructed. The volume of information collected is simply too great.
I will however, include one personal history following the introductions, in an effort to
provide a more comprehensive and accurate picture of the phenomenological lived
experience of having Parkinson's disease.
My Cont ributors
J ames is the youngest member of the group and at the age of 63, is probably
more active than most people half his age. He has lived with Parkinson's disease for a
little more then two years and from the onset of diagnosis was encouraged to attend the
exercise class by his two daughters, both of whom are registered nurses. James and his
wire d rive over 45 kilometers every week to attend the class. On the days that he does
not come to town, he can usually be found walking, skating on the frozen ponds in his
community, or gardening and swimming in the summer. James' s biggest symptom of
Parkinson's disease is a noticeable tremor in his right arm which is more pronounced
under stress, He feels that the exercise class has helped him to accept the diagnosis,
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relax a little more and learn from the othersabout the road ahead. He also notes that he
can now put hisjacket on without any assistance and that when he extends both arms 10
the front, his left an d right arm are at equal length. They had been noticeably uneven
prior to his attendence at the exercise class.
Henry has only beendiagnosed withParkinson's disease foroneyearand readily
admits that if it were not for the doctors telling him that he had the thing, he wouldn' t
have knownit. He believes that hisdiabetes is far worse than Parkinson's disease, which
he characterizes as a ' flamin' nuisance." At Tl years old he is treasurer of a Provincial
Senior Citizens d ub. Henry is also an avid weaver and painter and enjoys copper
etching and paper tole. Currently, he does not find that hiscondition interferes with his
hobbies.
When he first auended the class, he seldom spoke to the others and seemed to be
very shy. After 18 months,he surprised everyone when he presentedeach of them with
a copy of the Senior' s newspaper. He smiled andjoked about his picture which appeared
on the second page and seemed very proud of his involvement.
His wife accompanies him to every class. They get a taxi every week just 10
attend. Both believe that the exercises help them to socialize with new friends and
improve their circulation.
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Marian is seventyyearsold and a retired nurse. 1n that capacity she was familiar
with Parkinson's disease before she was officially diagnosed, although she is not
convinced that she truly has this condition. She remembers having a tremor when she
was a teenagerbut noted that it wentaway as she got older.
A widow, Marian has exhibitedmanyupsand downs over the years, losing her
husband, her home, having to retire, and then developing the disease. Recently her
youngestson married and left homeleaving her exceedingly lonely.
A.short time ago, she took a three month hiatus from the class to visit relatives
in the United States. When she returned she had gained more then ten pounds, and had
to use a wheel chair 10 travel the 200 meters to gel 10 the exercise room. At my
encouragement, she chose to walk back to her ward and remarked how good it felt to
finally moveand be with the others.
Daniel is the oldest member of the group at the age of 77, but looks much
younger. Parkinson's diseasehas hit him with a vengeanceattackinghis legs so that any
exercise requiring mobility is challenging. His posture is severely stooped from a
combinationof kyphosisand Parkinson's and he finds that the pills offer very little relief.
He dependsheavilyon his wife to get through the day. Daniel insists that he cannot do
most things but careful encouragement from others reveal that he is more thanadept at
completing most tasks. even though it may take lime. He was a memberof a choral
group in his church (or over 50 years before the disease left him the impression that he
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could not sing. Recently,the classsang "Happy Birthday" to one of the membersand
I noticedthat Daniel's gentle voice echoed the most pleasing and smooth tenor I had
heard in a long time. I have no idea whyhe feels that he can no longer sing.
Daniel enjoyscoming to classespecially becausethe exerciseshelp to loosenhis
taut muscles and joints, and providehim the opportunity to gel cut of the house and
socializewith friends, theonly time in the week that he does so.
Al ister isoneof themorearticulate andhumorous characters in theclassandhas
authoredseveral books of poetry and prose. He insiststhat he might fan victim to the
wrath of his wife if he were to miss the class. He is 6S years old and has had
Parkinson's diseasefor threeyears. Additionally,he has also hadtwoepisodesof cancer
in thepast two years, fromboth of which he rebounded with a full recovery. Alister is
one of the few people who honestlybelieves thai his condition has improved since
diagnosis. He attributes this to the recent advances in medication, the wide range of
occupational devisesavailable, the fellowship and goodnatureof theexercisegroup, and
the pretty young nurses that sit with him when his wife is away.
Gera ldine, a petiteand kindlady, hashad Parkinson's diseasefor 12 years. One
wouldhardly believe that she had it at all, with Ihe exception of a tremor in her right
arm, which is far more noticeablewhenshe constantly tries to hide it . Her family is
very supportive, her husband never failing to attend the class with her, end her son
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currently president of the local Parkinson's chapter.
Geraldine is one of the more sociable members of the group, always seeing to it
that juice and cookies are provided at the end of the class, and always checking on the
well being of other members of the group. She finds it difficult to explicate the reasons
why she enjoys the class. except to say that it is wonderful and helps her muscles relax.
Geraldine is veryactiveoutsideof class, walking every day and trying to remain active
with household duties.
Paul arrives faithfully every weekin his wheelchair, his frail legs looking far too
thin 10 support his body if he were 10 try and walk. He has had Parkinson's disease
longer then anyone in Ihis group. almost 17 years. His wife first noticed the condition
when they were eating dinner. Paul's hand frozein mid air and he was unable to guide
the fork full of food to his waiting mouth. They immediately recognized that something
was wrong and made an appointment to visit their doctor.
Paul has little evidence of tremor, and while his speech is almost inaudible, it is
a fair assumption to conclude that he enjoys the class as evidenced by his facial
exuberance when his achievements are signalled out. He is the first 10embark on the
"half-time" walk thai is a regular pan of the class, even though he experiences severe
bouts of fc:stination and has even lost his balance on several occasions.
Additionally, Paul exhibits an over zealous commitment to perform the exercise
routines to the greatest extent that his limbs allow. He remembers a darker period in his
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life when a doctor informed him that his condition had weakenedhis legs so much that
it wouldbe doubtful if he would ever walk again. While he still relies on the wheel
chair to cover long distances, he is more then adept at performing short walks. and
exercising some independence in his home. He has his own stretching and muscle
strengthening routine that he attempts daily to help him maintain mobility and
independence.
William is 64 years old and has a Masters degree in Arts. He speaks three
languages and enjoys listening 10classical music. He is also an avid traveller having
been 10 Hawaii and Greece within the last year. Of all of the patients who attend the
exercise class, William seems to be the one thai has been badgered most by Ihis disease.
His anxieties about the illness have taken over his body 10 the point where he now
exhibits bouts of severe depression. He is obsessed with medication and keeps a secret
diary detailing every episode in which he ingests a pill, Ihe time lind his reactions to it.
He feels thai no one cares about his increasing anxiety. Recently, (March 25, 1992) he
remarked that the hospital was a terrible place 10 be for someone like him as the
atmosphere was probably the main reason he was as anxious as he was . "It seems 10
disappear when I am out of there, " he remarked (Clarke, I992b I, p. 5). Despite his
apparent decrease in active participation both in the physical part of the class and the
preceding and proceeding discussions, William still insists on coming to the group,
noting that he feels much better afterwards. When class is over, I often lake time out
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for William alone to walk about the room undisturbed by the watchful eyes of the rest
of the group. He needs exaggeratedencouragement and compliments about his progress
seem 10 perk him up.
He truly believes thai the exerciseclass is a great thing but feels that lately, it is
a little 100 exhausting for his deterioratingcondition. He does lack the initiative to take
responsibility for steeringhimself awayfromthedepression by following the adviceof
the nurses and doctors. Both have encouraged him to read, listen 10 classical music,
walk, and get more fresh air. William feels that their advise is ridiculous as he has very
little energy to follow it. Attendance records and field notes reveal that he participated
fully prior to anextended absence of threemonths (rom class,whenhe washospitalized
for depression. Upon his return, he had lost a great deal of weight, seemed to have aged
several years, and exhibited extremely poor posture.
Annette is one of the more knowledgeableand active members of the exercise
group and at age 58, shows no signs of slowingdown. The taxi drivers know her quite
well as she frequently avails of their services to shuttle her about town. If she isn't
checking the stock market, organizing events for the Parkinson's foundation, or visiting
friends, then she is more then likely writinga book, gardening or refurbishing her home.
Annette was first diagnosed in 1980, although she remembers having symptoms
at least five years prior. She visited a number of doctors who attributed her complaints
to the natural process of aging. When asked about her initial reaction to the statement
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that she had Parkinson'sdisease, she noted that it was no surprise as she bad been the
one to tell the doctor what she had. Her mother and her grandmother hadboth been
parkinsonians.
Annette is an articulate, intelligent and insightful lady who seems 10 know more
about this illness then most physicians. There is very lillie thai you can tell her that she
hasn't read about or experienced. A sciencegraduate, she is very familiar with the
research world and hopes to live longenough to eventually seea cure.
Her philosophyis simple. ~ I manage10 live with Parkinson's disease," she says,
' by never never letting thoughts of what il hasdone to my plans and hopes for the future
and my family take foot in my mind" (Clarke, 1991d l . p. I) ,
Charlotte - Personal History
Charlotte was a very active and bright child who loved 10 mix with friends and
travel whenever the opportunity arose. She was president of several committeesin her
school days and wasalsoa member of a couple of health facilities in town. Shemarried
at the age of 2S and eventually had four children. Today they are no longer living in
Newfoundland but she attempts to visit them whenever she finds the time.
"Finding time" is one of the few things that Charlotte complains about. There
is rarely an opportunity for her to sit and relax. She is a member of a seniors' fitness
program, participates in the parkinsonian exercise program, swims and walkson a
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regular basis, enjoys gardening and is also a member of a couple of committees in the
city. If she is not doing one of these things, you might find her dropping in to pay a
friendly visit to someone in need of companionship. She hardly finds the time to think
about her Parkinson's disease which she has had for almost 7 years!
Charlotte looks very young for her 55 years. Perhaps it is because of her
youthful and refreshing attitude. Perhaps it's because she is more active than most
nineteen yearolds. She walksgracefully intoeachexercisesessionwearinga smilefrom
ear to car I bursting to tell the others about her latest adventures or family news. I am
always anxiousto see what she is wearing for the session. She chooses her wardrobe
meticulously, and oflen accents her hand-madesweaterswith.delicatebroaches:andother
jewellery. This is laudable consideringthe time it must take to button a sweater, clip on
a broach or powdera little make-up on her olivecomplexion. Having 10 seekassistance
to looknice. doesn't seemto affect her in the leastand she is very comfortableaccepting
that there arc just some things that she is unableto do because of Parkinson's disease.
Despitean arthritic shoulder and a coupleof "small" strokes, her will to remain
active and positive has shownall who know her what strengthof character truly means.
It is not surprising that she has manyfriends, all of whom empathize with her but at the
same time enjoy her company. She has an attitudeof which few people without any
illnessat all can boast.
She is frank about her condition, making no apologiesfor the things that shecan
no longer do. "I stoppedworrying about whether or not the furniture gets dusted more
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thanonce a week. [f it bothers you whenyoucome to visit, then you'd better go home"
(Clarke. 1991c2,p. 5). Certainly a lot of modifications in attitudeare necessaryif one
is to cope effectively with this disease. Charlotte feels that "It's not the medical
symptoms that bother you, it's whether you gal a good attitude 10 start with and that's
more of a help Ihan any drugs" (Clarke 1991c2, p. 10).
Charlotte first noticed something was not right wilh her body when she was
unable 10 read a letter that she had written. "I first noticed it in my writing and all of
a sudden my writing, even me, I couldn't read it never mind anybodyelse and laking
notes... yeah, I couldn't read my notes.. .• (Clarke, 1991c2, p. I). After she had spilled
a couple of drinks, and began 10 find that her actions were causing her personal
embarrassment, she decided to visit the doctor.
There are no tests for Parkinson' s disease as such; it's more of a maucr of what
you can and cannot do. Aging seems to lend itself to the propensity to have declining
ability, but the process is more gradual than it is with Parkinson' s disease. When a
young and vibrant woman like Charlotte walks across the room with a deliberate gait,
little arm swing and a slight tremor in the arm, the neurologist might then pencil
Parkinson's disease as a possible suspect. It must he a difficult thing ICo accept. whcn
you associate these bodily irregularities with old age and you arc still young.
Charlotte makes several references to the word "difference ,M noting that the
symptoms of the disease has bought taken (or granted routines into a bothersome
consciousness. Almost everything that she does has to be undertaken with calculated
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action , careful planning, and meticulous contingency plans. Differences can signal
triumphsor defeats. Her friendscannot see anydifferencein her condition from one day
to the nextand thisnaturallybrings a modest smile10her face, even though she is aware
that her conditiondoes oscillate between ability and disability.
When diagnosed with the disease, she felt that there was not a lot of room to
have an emotionaloutburst, primarily because she felt that her condition hardly fit her
preconceived notions aboutthe disease:
WhenI found out I had it, it was a jolt becauseif you had told me my
arthritis was getting len limes worse, I would have said "I' m not
surprised," because my mother had it very severely but nobody I had
ever heard of had Parkinson's. J knew what it was sort of, but I
associatedit with people shuffling along, needinga cane and hanging on
10somebody and that didn't fit my description by any stretch of the
imagination and I was surprised that I could have something like
Parkinson's, whichis severe in its own way. and still not have it affect
any part of me except my hands being slow and doing up
buttons...(Clarke, 1991c2p. 2)
Nevertheless, Charlottefelt that she needed10 knoweverything about it. In
today's society,manypeoplewant to knowaboutthethingsthatare takingplacein their
body, especially if they feelthat they can affectsomeinfluence on its progress.
I went in and I got an early appointment withthe neurologist and I went
to him and said , I don't know about the rest I)fyou r patients, but this one
needs to know what I'm facing and I don't carehow bad it is or how good
it is, to me it' s important that I know what I'm doing.. .It helps me 10
know that if I suddenly feel tired. it's not through any fault of mine. I' m
not the one who caused me to be like that by doing something s illy.
There 's nothing I can do that 's going to stop me from beating that
tiredness. (Clarke, 1991e2, p. 4)
Charlo tte realizes that half of the battle in the war against Par kinson 's disease Is
foug ht from within. If the patien t accep ts this inhospitable visitor into his o r her body
without a fight, then the disease will win every lime . It is importa nt that the
parkinsonian attempt to lead as normal a life as humanly possible, accepting that certain
things are outside of the realm of their capab ility and realizing thai "choice" is sait!a safe
asset . Onecan cheese to stay in ue chair and wait 10die or decide 10 make the most
of what competencies they still possess. Being realistic is also an important cop ing 1001:
...but if youfed thai you're beginning to becomedependent and OIl Lo rd,
I can 't do this anymore , and I can 't do that and I'm going to have to Slop
doing that and no one is going to want me around and no one is going to
want you around, and I think that attitude makes a big difference. You're
willing to try and do somcthing. (Clarke , 1991c2, p. 5)
There wasa time when socializi ng played a big role in Cha rlotte's ca lendar and
it was not uncommon to sec many neighbo urs, frie ndsand family sitti ng down to several
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coursesof the bestgourmetfood thatshe couldconcoctfor theoccasion. The house was
spotless and everything had its place. How things have changed!
( love entertaining six or eight peopleto dinner, like thinkingaboutit this
morning. I ring themup and say "Will you come and have dinner?" ~ and
four or five courses and not think anything about it but I don 't do that
anymore because I get half way through andeither I winddown or I've
forgotten this. . .(Clarke, 1991c2, p. 6).
Loneliness is a common emotion w ith mostillnesses andParkinson 's diseaseis
no different. -I have a kind of lonely feeling which is what I always associa ted
Parkinson's with and still do becauseunless you're talking to someone who has it, it's
very diffi cult to understand what you' re go ing thr ough" (Clarke , 1991c2, p. 2) . This is
why support groups playa dynamic role in the management of Parkinson ' s disease.
Among others 10share similar heartaches, frustrations and symptoms, parkinson ians feel
that they are not alone and perhaps may be a little useful in shouldering some of the hard
times tha t others are going through. Char lot te fee ls that she is a good example for others
with the same condition. Because she is doing so well with the illness, she feels that she
can be an important role model for other s.
In some ways it' s great because it probably helps others who have it to
realize that it can ' t be all that bad . You can face it head on but I would
say it's lonely because you can't ta lk or you ean talk to them but peopl e
don 'l really understand.. .(Clarke, 1991c2 , p. 2)
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With any chronicillness, there are bound 10 be periods whenthings are not going
as great as youwouldlike and thusdepression is bound10 set in at one pointor another.
I get days when I wouldn't say rock bottom but I ameven moredepressed
then I wou ldbe normally, but again, it' s that part of me. I'm certainly
not going to take drugs for any depression, not that severe. It' s just a
matter of sitting down and waiting it out. I meanit's goingto pass. II's
not going to stay with me. (Clarke, 199 1c2, p. 8)
Time can beon her side in this matter because with the passing moments come
a healing effect for thissymptom. Thus investing patience and understandingis a small
price to pay for the rewards of feeling psychologically better later. It appears that this
disease is a roller coaster of goodand bad health and thailime represents the ma.....rtncry
that influences the cycles.
When Parkinson's diseasebecamea pari of Charlene's world, she adoptedseveral
strategies to deal with it. Severalof these have already been mentioned but the primary
management plan deserves the final pages of her story.
Well one of the things I have done right from the beginning, and I laugh
of course, is that I wasalready into an exercise program and I know thai
my neurologist said that as far as he's concerned, it's as bcneficial to me
as any drugs that I take and he says if I didn' t exercise there would be a
big difference. (Clarke, 1991c2, p. 6)
The differe nceof course would be in the severity and progressionof the
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symptoms. Charlotte is certain of this because she can notice the changes in her body
when , (or some reason, she is away from her exercise routine for any length of time:
If I go away and don't exercise for len days or so, I'm all creaky to say
the least.. .J ' m all stiff in my arms, where I can take it and bring it full
range , I can feel it right there. but jf I don' t do exercises for a week or
two weeks I can come here (demonstrates) but J can't go back here and
it's harder to go up and down and I can't do exercises that require me to
bend my knees to kind of sit. I just don't work very well if I go two
weeks withoutdoing anything especiallyones that are very important as
far as I' mconcernedand thesame thing with pointing your toes and what
ever and these kind of ones. If you don't do them, you' re soon going to
seize up. (Clarke. 1991e3, p. I)
Charlolle eontiJi&es to note the therapeutic value that exercise has on her ability
10 do things whenshe says: "If I had 10 giveup one or the other, I would be bener off
giving up the medication than the exercise" (Clarke, 1991c3, p. 1). Charlotte is a
memberof a local fitnessfacility where she exercisesthree times a week. In the winter,
she makesit a point of going to the local shopping malt, before it opens, to walk her
usual two miles:
I find that it keeps me mobileso that I <Ion'! have real problemsgetting
up or silting down and I can, J don't walk a great deal not outside; I can
solve the problem of walkingin the winter time by going 10the malt. I
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park the car way down and I walk through the mall, right through on the
lower levels to the escalators and up and back down the other way and
it's, I think they lold me it's 5/81h5of a mile if you walk that. Someone
said ' what about all the people?" And I said well as long as I don't go
noon hour or you know that kind of thing. If t go earlier in the morning
or late in the afternoon it's not too bad. I wouldn't be foolish enough 10
go on a Saturday, not to do walking like that. I don't go with the class.
there's an exercise class that walks out at the mall bUI they do it in the
hour before the mall is open so they have it. I just walk for my own
benefit. I take the escalatorsat both ends, I take the escalator alo ne and
walk the other one and do it thai way (C larke, 1991c3, p. 2).
The advantagesof walking in the mall can be extended to include the availability
of benches that she call sit on when fatigued. This exercise opportunity has dclinitcly
be meticulously masterminded. Charlotte starts each day with a morning ritual:
I do it from the flrst time I get up in the morning and I sit on the edge of
the bed and put my feet on the floor and reach though I was trying to pull
something down from the ceiling on both sloesand thcn I bend forward,
right over, and come up again. I start myself moving; I can moveand I
don' t stumble down the hall and I. .. it is certainly bcnelicial. I wouldn' t
stop it for the world (Clarke, 1991c3, pp. 4-5).
Exercise means timeand effort but the rewards are worth it for without it, there
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is loss. The individua l whose muscles arc comfonable at rest work to remai n at rest and
subsequently lose their strength and suppleness. T he person pays by becoming trapped
in a nonrespons ive body . Th e mind has to transcend the body and make it do things it
wou ld rather not. Charlotte's morning routine enable s her to move more freely and go
about her daily activities without the aggravations of complaining muscles. "I find that
it keeps me mobile so that I don ', have prob lems getting up or sitting down " (Clarke,
1991c3 . p. 2). Gettin g up or silting down are two act ivities that most abled bodied people
hardly give a second thought but once deprived of the ability to do it at will, it becomes
a big frustration.
When I don 't do exercise, 1 get dopey and I get tired and when I'm
overtired and I find I don't read as much and I have no interest in doing
things, baking and other things. When I'm overtired and havn't done any
exercise , I'm satisfied 10just sit which is ridiculous and that's not good
for me. If I havn't done exercise , I ju st sit a lot more and watch the lube
and that's not a good idea , so I ju st keep going to exercise . (Clarke,
1991c3, p. 3)
The dangers of physical inactivity are very evident especially when it leads to
mental stagnation . When a person has retired. the children are away and they are limited
in what they can do, there is a tendency to spend a fair amount of time in what might be
considered, meaningless activity. When the mind is not stimulated . feelings of emptiness
and loneli ness set in and the quality of life suffers . At least when the person is
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exercising, theyare doing something thai makesthem feel good. gives themenergyand
the will to become more productive inside and outside of the home. · We' ve seCII so
many people who didn't do exercise and just sal in the leayboy chair and looked at the
tube and read. suddenly get into an exercise class; they' re walking! 'n lis makes a
difference" (Clarke. 1991c3. p. 3).
The size of the "difference" warrants the activit)' in most cases. The experience
becomes thecatalyst for additional encounters andthebenefi tsachievedare the fuel for
continuedparticipation. Charlenenoted: "A goodmany of them arc50%belief off then
they were before" (Clarke. 1991c3. p. 4).
Charlotte is a firm believer in exercise. That cannot bedisputed. I was naturally
interested in the feelings that her doctor had about her preoccupation with activity:
In my case, I've been fortunate when I go t, when I first got my
symptoms, he said I think this is out of my league (her GP) and he named
off two or three and he said take your choice so I said I would like to go
to Dr. Johnson. I didn't know him but it was fine as far as I' m
concerned. He was highly recommended and he , as I say. when he
decided thai yes, it was Parkinson's . he did say to me right away that yes,
you should be doing some exercising. (Clarke, 1991e3, p. 4)
She has been fortunate to have the encouragement of this man. Some people need
a boost to get them going and when it comes from someone as esteemed as a specialist,
the recommendation has a better chance of being materialized.
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Maybe the doctors need to be pushed a bit to recommend that people do
exercise. I don', think enough of them do. I know my GP has never
mentioned it 10 me and he was the one originallywho sent me to the
specialist but he's never said, are you exercising. You ought to be doing
something. (Clarke. 1991c3, p. 4)
The time that Charlotte has invested in making an effort to remain physically
active has not been in waste. "I've beendoing that ten years or more and its really paid
o ff" (Clarke, 1 :'~ lc3 , p. I). Exerciseand a positiveattitude are high on her management
plan for Parkinson's disease and when you compare how well she is doing with the
disease. comparedwithothers who havenot had it for nearly half as long, it makes you
wonder if these two strategies have had anything to do with its progression. She has
taken the chance. Others would be wise 10 make the same gamble.
CHAPTER VI
DATA ANALYS IS
Lifeworld Exislcn tiats liS Ouldes 10 Rcncctiull
van Manen (1990) notes that the grounding level o f human existence may be
studied in its fundamental thematic structure. He writes: "there are four fundamental
existential themes which probably pervade the lifeworlds o f a ll human beings. regardless
of their historica l, cultural or social shuatedness: corporea lity (liv ed body) , spaciality
(lived space), retationatlty (lived relationships), and temporality (lived time). These
themes are especially help ful guides for reflection in the research process" (p. IOl).
Parkinson' s disease is 3 condition that dramatically affects the way the patient
perceives and experiences body, space, relationships, and time. My investigation was
concerned with the role that exercise had on each of these encounters.
Sining Through th e Dahl
Having decided to use the lifcworld cxistcntials as the bas is for establishing
themes and sub-themes for this research , the next step was to undertake a comprehensive
search for evidence. At times I felt like a detective, probing and rummaging through
colossal amounts of paper lookin g for clues that might help solve the mystery of my
question. It wasn' t that simple! I scrutinized each interview several times until I fclt that
I could easily give a thirty minute disserta tion on the lived experience o f becoming
saturated! The paper mill where my father is employed was humorously alerted to the
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potential for paper shortage as I accumulated small mountains of it in my home. Each
page of each interview had more scribbles. pen scratches, and toast crumbs then I care
to remember. Thiscertainly wasn't my usual organized nature bUI these "instinct notes,"
less the crumbs, were responsible for some of the themes that surfaced. The more I
read, the more the data let me see, References to body, space, relationships, and lime
were abundant in almost every thing I read.
I felt like a child as I colour coded each of the themes and then instructed my
reliable computerto donate several thousand bytes to the discussions about each. This.
J came 10 understand, was what my professor meant when she said thai I must "sift
through the data". Metaphorically, it felt as i f I had been mining for precious minerals
and as I filtered out the impurities (extraneous and non-related material), the remaining
nuggets represented my inestimable gems (my lifeworldexlstenuats). I imagined that I
was placing each onto four separate trays. As I probed farther, it becameobvious that
my four minerals had very distinct and unique characteristics but also had fragmentsof
each other. J had to acquire additional trays. In computer vernacular, l created sub-
directories. In thesis talk, I was establishingsub-themes. AI times I felt confusedabout
the material that lay before me. Trying to decide which theme was moredominantwas
agonizing. Perhaps it was a combination and so to prevent further anguish and maintain
some order of sanity, I justified my decision on its placement by noting that the choice
to differentiate was intended to make that theme more explicit, to sharpen its focus,
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realizing that calling forth a particular theme was in all probability, calling forth
characteristics or others.
The data analysis is presented here in the order of corporea lity, spaciality,
retatlonatiryand temporality. The sub-themesor mini-themes that followeach major
themerepresent a more focused particularityof that theme. Eachof thesub-themeswere
established based on commonalities that emerged in the discussions and observations of
the buervtews and field notes. References are cited in the discussions that follow. I do
not presume to ascertain the correctness of parkinsonians' responses 10 Ihe questions
concerni ng their condnlon . They speak from experience . It would be rather
presumptuous to think that I, as a well person , could ever make judgements about their
percep tions toward their conditio n. Thus these findings are in no wayan attempt to
establish any cause and effect relationships.
The chapte r is a presentation by the people who contributed the infor mation. I
am merely telling their story with the hope that the material will give readers a more
dramati c and pragmatic panorama of the way that this illness is lived and managed .
Corporea lily - Living in an Unresponstve l10dy
In Parkinson's disea se. the degeneration of the basal ganglia nerve cells in the
brain stem means that the supply of the neurotransmitter dopamine becomes random and
uneven. The symptoms that emerge are all physical manifestations resulting from the
disruption in the flow of this chemical . These changes in the body have been responsible
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for major renovations in the way parkinsonians live and perceive thei r lives. For
eumplc, loss of lIle ability 10 drive hastremendous repercussions. People in this
predicament note thai it is like losing.a leg, suddenly being cut off from opportunity and
the gift of spontaneity. Annette noted thaI she fell like a incessant "beggar" (Clarke,
1992dl , p. 10). Beingso dependent makes one fec:I like a child Jiving in an adult body.
II is difficullt o understandif you are not in this situation.
Livingin an unresponsive body may be responsible for the perceptionby some
patients that Parkinson's is like having a person living in their body. This is a comp lex:
relationship that might make a very riveting research project for some aspiring scholar.
As one can alreadysee, the body is the real backbone of the other universal themes.
Management strategies 10 deal with the multitude of changes in the body are
necessary and instrumental if one is to influcnct the progression and severity o f the
illness. Numerous approaches have already been identified that detail ways in which the
parkinsonian cancope . This section del ineates the majo r sub-themes that originate from
the viewpoint of li\' ing in an unresponsive body: physical appearance , disconnectedness,
decep tion, loss of enica cy, confrontat ions, andanltede. II will al so reportthe role that
attending an exercise program has on the management o f Parkinso n's disease.
Physico I Appearan ce
The sympto ms (tremor , rigidity, slowness of movement. . .) dramatically alter the
physical appearance of the park insonian. Very conscious of the way they look, the
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tendencyto shrinkfromcasualexccrstcns in publiccan be very strong. It takesa special
person with an exceptional altitude to venture into territory thai feels as if land mines
have been littered about h . If that is not enough 10 deter patients' inclinations 10 step
outside. there is a society that tends to spare little tolerancefor individuals whosebodies
may be unsightly. AI least three of the patients interviewed in this papcr noted that they
had been told that they resembled someone who had 100 much 10 drink. ". sometimes
Joseconfidence when J feel people are staring at me as i f I' ve had one drink 100many,"
Mariancommented (Clarke. 1991e2, p. 2).
The ordealof having to undergo surveillanceevery timeyou show yourself in
public is enough to keep even the most obstinate parkinsonian hidden away. Patients
who let their pride become an impediment to the amount o f social appearances lhey
gencrate . unknowingly restrict the size of their world until they eventually rcc1lhat they
have become not only a prisoner in a frustrating body, but a prisoner in their own home.
Tremor is the major advertisement Parkinson' s disease chooses to let the wocld
know it exists. Some patients cope very well with this unpleasant manifestation by
ignori ng it or hiding or holding the afflicted body pan . Others feel so humiliated and
embarrassed about it that they shut themselves off from social engagements. Thi~
situation is appare nt in tnc following interview. Marian noted:
1 think it's very embarra ssing sometimes to go some places and you know
say you' re invited some place and nine chances out of ten nobody notices
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only you... 1get a feelingthat everyone is looking at rne...That' s the worst
part for me; beingembarrassed in situations. (Clarke. 1991e2, p. 4)
Patients must gamer the psychological fortitude 10 transcendperceptions thai
people arc staring at them and do their best 10 remain a vital and active member of
society. A homogenousexercise class. like the Parkinson'sclass, is wonderful for those
who feci uncomfortable around a normal exerciseclass. The pace and activities are
maintained at a suitable level for all participants and they feel a strong sense of
accomplishment when theycomplete their forty minutes of exercise. Geraldine notedone
day after class: "It makes me feel good to know that I can keep up with the rest of the
group. The exercises are not100difficult" (Clarke, 1991g,p. 6).
Disconnectedness
Medically, a disconnection exists in UI~- body cecause the neurotransmitter
"dopamine" is insufficient to relay messages from the brain to the muscles. There are
strategies that the parkinsonian can employ to dupe the brain into establishing a more
cooperative relationship with the body. A recipe that includes appropriate medication,
time management, biomechanical adjustments, together with a sizable portion of sheer
will power can sometimes restore the damaged connection. Annette elaborated:
.. .you have to think about getting up out of the chair and Ihen you have
10 think about which muscles you're going to get the message to... you
got to figure it out instead of doing it naturally... II's just like the wires
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have been cut in lhe telephone between here <gesture 10 head) and here
(gesture to bum) and there's just no instructions. The instructions are
firing, firing, firing in the head and theyjust aren' t getling anywhere at
all so its weird. This is extraordinary you know, ii's very hard 10 gel
ceher people to understand. (Clarke, 1991d2, p. S)
Charlotte also empathized with Annette's account of the detached relationship
between the muscles and the brain: • . ..1know thnt it lakes a lot of effort for me 10 gel
things in my left hand and right hand to work at the same time (Clarke. 1991c2. p. 8).
Some patients feel that they have an irreparable short circuit in Iheir bodies.
Frustrations run rampant. Many will verbalize Ihal this is the dominant emotion that
accompanies them IhroughoUl lifc. Disappointments arc common because they have such
an intense desire to accomplish a task, but lhe mind has to comply with the disease's
schedule, "Thecapabilities of the muscles seem so diminishedand unpredictable, the
patients lose faith and perceive that non-functioning body parts equate with a form of
disembodiment. -Oneof the first things to disappear is the muscles" noted Annette one
day (Clarke, 1991dl, p. I).
Exercise has been cited, by somepatients, as the magicalelement that can reston:
the sensations of vitality taken away by the disease. William noted in one of our
conversations that duringthe exerciseprogram: -J feel the bloodcoursing around in my
veins. I don't see the immediate effect, but it's a good feeling... • (Clarke, 1991b3, p.
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5). Annette remarked about the power the exercises had in refining some of her
awkward movements:
.. .the symp-cms can relieve themselves with exercise. Now it's awfully
hard to do themyourselfbut theexercise group. you watchedus, and now
we walk better at the end and we arc smoother wi th our walk after
exercises.. .(Clarke, 1991d4, pp. 1-2)
It is fair 10 conclude that exercise plays a significant role in re-establishing 'he
coneccrlon that exists betweenthe desire to do something and the ability 10accomplish
it.
Dccepuen
He arrivedin a wheelchair. eyes castto the floor. Thesorrowfulgazeon
his weary face reminded me of the aging patients I had observed in the
desolate hallsof thechroniccare unit. His legs appearedthin and much
100 fragile 10 support his slight build. When he stood. I held my breath.
He quivered and wavered as he maneuveredhis stoopedtorso in position
to sit in the wooden chair provided.His whole body seemedto pulsate as
if protesting for having been disturbed. Long scrawny fingers curled
angrily into rigid positions as he attempted to grasp the security of a steel
pole that stood beside him. He snatchedat the new chair and with one
massive effort, threw his body into it then squirmedto attain an upright
posture. Large wateryeyesgazedaheadanda remnant of a smile seemed
to appear, His nurse coddled his effort and with a child's voice,
announced: "Now my love, you stay there and I'll be right back to gct
you." I wondered if he understood. (Clarke, 1991jl , p. 2)
One of the first impressions most peoplehave of Parkinson'sdisease is that it is
an illness similar to Alzheimers. They mistakenly think that the afflicted individualhas
noability to reasonor rationalize or to makehis or her owndecisions, Becausethe body
sometimesreactsindependently of tbemind, contortingitself intoawkwardconfigurations
that are, for numerouspeople, unpleasant to lookat, somepeoplenaturally assume that
the mind has also taken a cognitive holiday, George, described in the preceding
paragraph is fully functional, havinggraduated from university withan Arts degree,
presently involved in extensivehistorical research andeven writinghis own programs on
his personalcomputer, He is also an avid member of the Parkinson's exercise group.
He is not the only one whohas felt the discerningeyesandattitudes of publicignorance,
He has been spoken too as if he was a child, ignored as if he was noteven in the room
and treated as if he had a social disease. A friend recently related the story of a time
when she had to be pucin a wheelchair for threedays, Upon her arrival at the hospital,
she discovered that personnel had somehowconcluded thai she was deaf and incapable
of responding to questionsabout her health. All inquiriesabouther health were directed
toward her daughter whowas accompanying her (thedaughter in disgust quickly alerted
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the attending nurses 10her mother's soundsagaciousnature and extraordinaryauditory
capacity). Annette had a similar experience:
I've run into an awful lot of people, moreamongelderly people, and they
treat Parkinson's disease like they got a socially transmitted sexual
disease; that they're embarrassedandashamedthat they've got it, .. people
have a cast on their leg and they go out and they limp around and they
make a big scene about it.. . What's the difference1 I get out and I have
to be. helped along and I've got Parkinson's and why should I be
embarrassed? People .•willbe quiteopen that they've got lungcancer and
lungcanceryou'vecaused yourself, ninechances outof ten, by smoking
cigarettes. . . and yet there's nothingthat youdo in your life thatgives you
Parkinson's. (Clarke. 1991d4, p. 3)
The fact that this condition is connoted with the word "disease" (the Americans
refer to it as Parkinsonism) implies something that is offensive and repugnant. Some
people believe that it is hereditary or contagious. It is not surprising that patients want
to keep their diagnoses to themselves: Geraldine recalled:
Dr . Smith had me examined from head to toe and he came up with it right
away. It was Parkinson 's and I started to cry .. .and 1 thought that I
wouldn 't teJl anyone. It wouldn 't be right and I came home, I was
working at the time and when I came home, now I said go to work
anyway and I was really feeling tired at the time so I never told anyone
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until the next day when Dannycame homeand I lold Danny and then it
must have been a full year before I told anyone else. (Clarke, 1991g2,
p. I)
It mustbe very difficult10exist in a society where your appearancecan
be the determinant people use to draw inferences about your mental and physical
capacities.
Patients who know very little about the illness have already manufacturedtheir
own catalogue cf symptoms so thai if they arc diagnosed with the illness, thoughts of
what will happen to their bodies can be quite terrifying. J asked Charlotte about her
initial reactionto the diagnosisand she responded:
Well I found it was a jolt becauseyou know if you told me my arthritis
was gettingten times worse I would havesaid I'm not surprised because
my motherhadit very severely but nobody that I hadever heardof ever
had Parkinson's. I knewwhat it was, sort of but I associatedParkinson's
withpeople shufflingalong, needinga cane and hangingon to somebody
and that didn't fit my description by any stretch of the imaginationand I
wassurprisedthat J couldhavesomethinglike Parkinson's whichis severe
in its own way and still not have it affect any part of me except my hand
being slow and doing up buttons and that began with things like that.
(Clarke, 1991c2,p. 2)
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Ironically, as awful as many people feel about having this illness, those in the
early stages could deceive anyone into believing that they were perfectly healthy. I can
only imagine their amazementwhen I was first introduced to the programand couldnot
discern those with the condi tion from those without it. There had been numerous
volunteers attending the program and like myself, they were baffled about the health
status of the group. Charlotte has lived with the illness for over seven years and is
somethingof an enigma amongst her friends: ".. .Somebody says to me, arc you the
caregiver and I laugh.and say, if I don' t do exercise and if I don' t lake medication, I
wouldn't be doing this. I wouldn't beable to· (Clarke, 1991c2, p. 5), Charlotte exudes
confidence. It could possibly be a side effect of remaining active and positive in
every thing she does.
In January 1992 , three ladies, each having had Parkinson's disease diagnosed
within the preceding year , joined the class. All admitted that they were very hesitant to
enrol, and that they were a little curious about what would be expected of them. One
lady noted that to become a member in a class such as this probably meant accepting the
fact that you had the disease and that this was something that most people probably hated
having to acknowledge. Whatever the reasons these ladies chose for coming the class,
they remain faithful in their attendance. Many of their initial fcars have been quashed
as they learn more about their illness. Friendships flourish and the loneliness or living
in a body that is "distinctive" dissipates. They also realize, like Chadcuc, that things
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do not have10be as bad as the mindwould haveyou believe and that appearancesmay
bedeceiv ing.
Attending theexerciseclass is therapy (or the mind as well as thebody. Quick
visual assessments of pauenu in the classncre obvious physical differences from thetime
they enter 10 the time that they leave. My observations are often reinforced when
participantscommentthat they find it easier 10 move their limbs through a greater range
of motion after class, pUIon their jackets without assistance, tie their own shoe laces,
andwalk with an increase in stride length. It is fulfillingto see the metamorphoses that
comes over some of these patients from the time that they arrive to the time that they
leave. George, the gentleman in the initial anecdote, is able to participate in every
exercise thai the d an entails. With the assistance of a volunteer he can enjoy the five
minute walk Uta! takes place half way through the program, and even waltz 10 the
cheerful sounds of "Ihe Blue Danube".
The exercise class concentrateson movements thatextend me contractedmuscles
on the anterior portion of the body (pectoralis major and minor, rectus abdominous,
external and internal Inrercostals, anterior deltoid, rectus femoris, iliopsoas) and the
gastrocnemius and soleus located on the posterior calf. Significant time is also spent
strengthening the opposite muscles of these noted above (trapez.ius, latissimus dorsi,
posterior deltoid, rhomboids, rotator cuff, gfureals, hamstrings, tibialis anterior, extensor
hallucis longus). The exercise expertiseof the instructor allows the patients to enjoythe
benefits of a safe structured programthat is designed10 specifically counteract someof
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the muscularsymptoms of Parkinson's disease. Manyfeel mat they wouldnot follow
this program if left to their own accord and would almost certainly omit, through
ignorance. manyof theimportant exercises. (Specific exercises arc detailedinAppendix.
C). Evenwith it writtenon paper, patientssometimes misunderstandthe instructions or
skip someof the moves. It is not very motivating to followa programby yourselfat
home.
Some people are surprised thai there is an exercise program in the city for
parkinsonians and even more astounded by the fact that there arc exercise videos
available. The participants in the videos (Parkinson's Disease Foundation, 1989;
MomentDu Pont CanadaInc., 1989)all have Parkinson's.
Loss of Efficacy
Becauseof Parkinson'sdisease, many patientslose the ability to managetheir
homes,jobs, hobbies,social engagements, drivingandothereverydaytasks. Manynote
that loss of ability is probablythe most horrific, disappointing, and frustratingchange
that theyhave to dealwithover the courseof their illness. Medication helpsto enhance
efficiency, whenit is working. However,oncethe potencyof the medication diminishes
so does the ability to operateeffectively. The drugs have been miraculousfor a few
patientsin restoringsomequalityin their lives. Alisterconcurred: -I can do everything
I could do before, just about everything,yeah - talk better, sing better, look better...
Everythingthat requiresmuscularactivity is to my advantage-(Clarke, 1991i2,p. 2).
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Alister was on his way to medical school prior to a major illness that robbed him
of the opportunity. Today he is a fine pianist and has authored several books. Getting
Parkinson's disease was devastating for him and he felt the disappointment of having to
abandon some of his dreams. Fortunately he found a medication that powered his
muscles into action, and before too long he was writing, playing the piano and enjoying
living in the upright position again. He no longer felt like a burden and was able to
enjoy being alive again. He often commented that he felt like less then a man at having
to relyso heavily on hiswife to exist. Q UI: can only imagine the indignityof havingto
have l\ family memberassist you in just using the toilet. One hardly stops to think of the
skills needed to get to the facility, remove the clothing, accomplish the deed, get out of
the seated position, dress, and exit. When a person can do this independently,
satisfaction, self-esteem, and honour is restored. Medication is wonderful but one must
maintain dexterity, strength and suppleness in the muscles to remain efficient at most
tasks. This in turn promotes the feeling of self-worth noted previously. Alister also
commented: "There has to be some boost to one's physical feeling, any type of exercise
is to some extent" (Clarke, 1991i4, p. 3). In addition to the benefitsof the time invested
in an exercise program, the actual movementsyield a powerful psychological sensation.
Wollon Atwood (1991) noted, "walking is excellent for me because it gels me into the
fresh air and gives a lift 10my spirits" (p. 49).
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The joys o f accomplishment and the knowledge that the patient is innuencing
somecontrol on the progress and intensityof the symptoms has a significant role 10 play
in the overall management of this disease.
Confrontations
We seldomlook at a chair and see it as anything more then thai. yet a patient
with advancing Parkinson's disease views this piece of furniture with trepidation. very
conscious of the possibility that sitting in it may meana brief imprisonment. Danielhas
an electricchair 10assist him. During a power outage one summer, he was trappedin
it for over two hours, his legs being too weak 10 free him. When a person is entombed
in the body of a parkinsonian, everything from stairs and zippers 10 toothbrushes and
ovens present a series of unique challenges. OCcupational aids, biomechanical
adjustments, and exercise therapy increases the functional potential of the body. In other
words, maintaining strength and flexibility helps parkinsonia ns access their space and
view their homes, the furniture, and other devices with less anxiety and uneasiness.
Parkinson's disease leads one to personify their condition as an impassioned
monster who resides in the body . Patients often develop a curious relationship with the
disease, sometimes referring to it as "the Parkinson's," ~the thing." ~ i t ~ . This
affil iation is simi lar to the disconnectedness that was discussed earlier . Each day
signifies a series of mini-battles between the disease and the body . Depending on the
severity of the illness and the attitude of the patient, the score usually balances out.
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Most of the patients in this group live as active a lire as they possibly can, gardening,
walking, taking part in community events, and attending exercise classes. Other
parkinsonians in the community arc content to surrender and await lhe ultimate end.
Charlotte noted thai you have to "face it head on- (Clarke, 1991cl , p. 3). She
elaborated:
I feel it' s much easier (or a 101 of them if they face it because if they' re
not going to face it then their family is always kind of pussy fooling
around. If motherhas Parkinson's and you kn owshe has Parkinson's but
isn't going 10 talk about it or isn' t going 10 admit that she has it. it's
harder for the family. (Clarke, 1991c2, p. 4)
The disorder will win every lime if someone dwells in negative thinking.
Confromations do not necessarily have to be penurbing. If a patient encounters a task
thai is outside of the realm of his or her ability, they can seek assistance or as Annette
staled one day, · if at first youdon' t succeed, try another way" (Clarke, 1991d4, p. 6).
Patients also note that there were many things that they could not do prior to their
enrolment in the exercise program. They do not look on certain tasks with the same
trepidation as they once had, now that they have garnered a little extra strength and
flexibility in the muscles.
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An ltude
Paul has been living with Parkinson's disease for 17 years. He falls an average
of three times a day, sometimes managing to escape without injury. He relics on a
wheelchair if he is to travel any great distance yet will opt for walking whenever he can,
believing that the effort willhelp him strengthen his muscles. He testifies that he has a
daily exercise routine designed 10 improve his flcxibilily and relax his muscles. He
sometimes hires a taxi to escorthim 10a local museum so thai he can research his family
tree. In addition he has been involved in a research project with the hospital. He is also
a member of the executive for the Newfoundland and Labrador Chapter of thc
Parkinson's Association of Canadaand has beena guest on several television and radio
shows, despite the fact that his sentences rarely employ more then three words and the
effort to havethem understood is morethen mostcould bear. Clearly his robust attitude,
the desire to remain active in thecommunity, and the conviction to push the abilities of
the faculties he has working in his body is evidencethat opportunitiescan be pried open
when they seem most inaccessible. There are a COlJrl ~ of individuals whose symptoms
are not nearly as severeas this gentleman, yet they seldom step outsidethe door. They
live in the belief that the disease (their bodies) will not tolerate disobedience and that
their home is the sentencethey've received for having Parkinson's disease.
Living in a body with thiscondition is understandablya constant struggle for most
patients. There are days when many feel so lew that they would prefer to simply stay
in bed and endure the day from that vantage pclnt, but as Annette remarked after
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exercise class one day, "you just wal.it it out and before you know it you're free to go
about in the world again" (Clarke, 199IdI , p. 5) . It is an easy philosophy, but difficult
to adopt. lan, who was with the group from its inception,recently succumbed to his
growing depressionand had10 beadmittedto a chronic: carefacility . The upsanddowns
of a diseaselike this can imprison even the strongest of heartbul an attitude that involves
perseverance and a positiveoutlookcan vie to keepthe world aroundthem from closing
in. Annettenoted: •.. .Att he beginning you get a bit of depression. One way to cope
is to take hold of your life and take control and by going to an exercise program and
being independent at home, you are taking control... • (Clarke. 1991d4, p. 3).
The role of exercise. in the opinionof this parkinsonian, is vital in her tool box
of control devices for remaining independent, Someillnesses leave thepatient wilhlittle
choice for affectinga change in their condition, but this disease has a vulnerability .
attitude. Bychoosing to workhardand maintainstrength and suppleness in the muscles,
the patient can avail of opportunities that deterioratingmuscleswould not be able to
tolerate, Annette continued: "w hat Parkinson's does is that it tightens up certain
muscles, it shortens them $0 that others get longer and flabbier and weaker so you
constantlyhave to work against the effectsof the diseaseand therefore you have to do
so muchexercise" (Clarke, 1991d4, p. I).
Manyillnesses are perceivedby thoseafflicted as mortalenemiesthai need to be
beguiled and deceived. Dorros (1989) wrote a slogan thai epitomizes an exceptional
altitude for coping with the illness. He said "accommodate withoutsurrender" (p. 2).
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An attitude like this helps patients believe that they can still have some influence on the
progression of their symptoms and that they are still strong enough to make thedecisions
about how they run their lives. Thi s is clearly evident ill the following conversation .
Anne tte notes:
•. .what I try to do is keep on doing what I would like to do in spite of the
disease, NowI can't always do things all the time. the samelime I would
like , because feeling like I am now you know, there' s no possible hope of
being able to go for a walk, about being able to do anything. By
managing to be more cunning than the disease, I can manage 10do things
that I want to do... You have to give up trying to do things like hand
sewing becauseno matter whatyou try. you'l l never succeed but you have
to figure out something you will succeed at and try to do it, because you
have to start with a tool. (Clarke , t99l d3, p. 3)
Henry , has knowingly had Parkinson' s disease for one year, often the toughest
period in the road to acceptance. Already he exhibits an extraordinary attitude about his
condition: "There 's not much point in sitting around the house worrying about
Parkinson' s disease" (Clarke, 1991fl, p. 2). He has not imposed any mental barriers on
the environment that lies outside of his home and so chooses to travel in it with the same
degree of flexibility he enjoyed prior to his diagnosis. He does recognize the importance
of stopping for frequent rest periods, and maintaining thc strength in his legs thus
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accommodatingrather thensurrendering to the illneu . Fi nally, the importanceof a good
altitude is reinforced by Owlone:
I think it' s no( themedicalsymptomsthat botheryou, it' s whetheryou got
a good altitude 10 start willi. I think that maybe that's more of a help to
you then any amount of any drugs, but if you fecI that you' re beginning
to become dependent and -oil lord. I can 't do Ihis anymore , and J can ' t
do thai. and I'm goingto have to stop doingthat, and no one is going to
want mearound," then no one is going to want you around, and I think
that attitude makes a big difference . (Clarke, 199 1c2, p.5)
The exercise class is theonly social obligationthat someof thepeoplein the class
haveon their calender. Oneof thewivesadmiued tha t her husband would not leave the
house if it were not for the class. It makes him (eel better to get out and bewith others
in similar predicaments. Being able to execute and complete the movements
thortographed for the forty minute class helps patienu to red better ab.Jut themsel ves
and fed lIu.t they are affecting somepositivechangein their progression. James noted
that he could now put his coat on without assistance, exlend both hands to the same
height, and hopefully stall the rateat which the symptoms advance (Clarke , 199 1al , p.
6). He believed his participation in the exercise class had been responsible for the
changes in his body and the resultant difference in altitude. His wifeconcurred.
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Spatia lity ~ Lived Space
Space, 10a child, probably extends no larger then the immediatehome or thatof
theneighbours. As we ageandacquire independence, space extends farther and farther
until eventually the only limits to your travels are financial restraints, holiday lime ,
attitudes and SOon. It isn't until you experience a debilitating illness thai you really
understand the significance of a "shrinking" world. A consciousness about the reducing
environment is finally felt when the things that had been taken for granted suddenly
require a preponderance of effort. Homesbecome mazesof navigational hazardsand
confrontations . Carpets, stairs, comers , high cupboards, and toilets are a few of the
household attachments that make parkinsonians' space unmanageable due 10 the
significant amount of delicate motorability required to maneuver them.
Personal spaceopens and closes in response to the severity of the symptomsand
the body's reaction to the medication. The patientmustworkagainst thedisease to keep
it (rom creating inescapableboundariesnot only in the world but also the body.
Thus the loss of spacetogetherwith the complications that surround space, herein
called spacial adversaries, constitute the two sub-themes under spaciality.
Space and Deprivation
The loss of space for the parkinsonian can be geometrically likened to a
downwardand inwardspiral. Theopeningof thedesignsignifiesthe infinitepossibilities
for travel. The ageof 55-65generally signifies a timewhen one is planningactivities
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for retireme nt. II is a lso the mos t vulnerable age for the onset of Par kinson's disease and
if that becomes one's destiny, plans become shelved because planning is almost
inconceivable . This is an unpredictable illness.
Paul wasemployedwith the provincialgovernment for over thirty yearsand had
many plansanddreams for his eventual retirement. Today hecannot fathoma trip to
anything more exotic then a local park. Thedisappointmentof unfulfilled desires, the
inability to walk anymore then a few steps, not being able to cal independently, and the
incapaci ty \0 even talk about the disappointment is really more then most could bear .
William's space has metaphorically looped to the bottom of the spiral.
For some park insonians, the symptoms settle in the legs. Daniel speaks from
experience:
It's all down in the legs, even my legs don 't tremor too much, but ah, I
don't know. In the mornings and thank God not lately, it's like I got ten
pounds on eac h foot. I can hardly lift my legs. I can't get out much
because I can' t walk very far. My legs start 10 give away and when I go
10 the mall, I wa lk a little bit, then I got 10 sit in one of those chairs there .
(Clarke, 1991h2 , p. 3)
Daniel livesby a beautiful lakecentrally located in town. There was a time when
he knew its five kilomete r perimeter intimately, having trave lled it more times then he
could recall. He ca n only stare at the scenery now an d travel the route in his
imagination. There are days in which he feels that the joum ey could be attempted, but
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the subconscious alerts him to the real ity that large spaces like this arc restricted. The
time involved to trave rse the periphery , allied with his weakened body, is simply 100
much (or his current health. He feels that a shorter excursion is also inconceivable.
noting that his legs will not permit him to extend his world much beyond the front door
without the help of a caregiver. Keeping with the discussions surrounding the spiral
analogy, Daniel may be half way down, able to travel with some assistance and still
managing to exercise some independence in the things that he docs in the home.
Gradually however, even the home becomes difficult to manage.
I can', do all the things I've always liked to do is all sorts of things
around the house. Some of the things are my own cleaning, my curtains
and all that.. .I' 1l probably come 10 a point where I have to leave
everyth ing and go and lie down for 10 or 15 minutes then after a while I
begin to feel much better. (Clarke, 1991g2, p. 2)
Geraldine is and has been a housewife for over twenty-live years, and in that
capacity, felt that it was her responsibility to manage the household. Her self-worth
plummeted when she began to realize that her living accommodations would not be as
easy to engineer as she had been used to. Being unable to organize her space, and
arrange her living quarters in the same manner thai she had in the past levelled
disappointment and frustration . She also had feelings of uselessness at her inability 10
maintain her home 10 the high standards that she had set prior to her diagnoses.
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In addition to the senseof deprivation felt about notbei ng able to maneuver and
manage the home, most parkinsonians feel a noticeable loss in ihcir pe rsonal space, or
the immediate range of the limbs when stationary. This would be the stage that onc
might liken to beingat the bottomof Ihe spiral. Annette described the sensationof not
being able to extend her bodyparts in the following statement: "r ou feel as if you're
encased in a bodycast." (Clarke,1991d2, p. 10). Shecontinued10 elaborate:
It's like being in jail , like being in prison. There's a wonderful quotation
from a girl ina book andshe saidsomethingabout her skeleton collapsing
onto itself . I feel...everybody feels diffe rent symptoms but I feel, I feel
stiff... and then I'm shakinglike I am now. (Clarke, 1991d3, p.l)
Oliver Sacks (1990) wrote of one of his patient's description of an episode of
paralysis:
It's not as simpleas it looks. I don' t just come to a halt. I am still going,
but I have run out of space to move in.•.You see, my space, our space,
is nothing like your space: our spacegets bigger and smaller, it bounces
back on itself, and it loops itselfaround until it runs into itself. " (p. 339)
Having been stiff and sore after an unaccustomed bout of strenuous physical
activity, I can easily reflect on the strangeand frustratingdiscomfort experiencedwhen
attempting to extend a tender body part into space in which it did not want to go.
Luckily, the pain diminished as the muscle repaired itself. The parkinsonian does not
havethe luxuryof muscles that recondition over time. Without medicationandexercise,
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the muscles lose the little ability they have until finally they rende r a slate of lotal
incapacitation.
The loss of personal space is something that progresses with the illnes s, and as
evidenced, many afflicted individualshave compensatorytactics such as patience, strong
will, determination, medication, and exercise for dealing wit h it. Almost all of the
participants in this research paper feltthatexercise increased theirpersonal space during
class,af ter class, and for several hoursduring the day. This allowed themthe freedom
to execute tasks that otherwiseseemedarduous and limecons uming. 10referencing the
exercises, Charlotte noted : "If you don' t do them, you' re soon goi ng \0 seize up"
(Clarke, 1991c4, p. 2).
Daniel articulated the gain in hisabi lity to move as a result of hispar ticipation
in theexercise class: "By exercising you're certainly gelling your musc lesin shapeyou
know so that when youdo walk you can walk typeof tiling- (Clarke, 1991h4,p.J). To
him there is a distinction between shuffling to get to a location and walking to arrive
somewhere. In his eyes, shuffling along did not constitute walking but being able to
travel to parts of theexercise room that he could not atthe beginning oflhe c lass, and
being able to walk to the car using a widened stride and a mo re upright posture did, for
him, define walking. He still requires the assistance of his wife 10attend the exercise
class and sometimes the effort to get ready and endure the uncomfo rtable ride down
overwhelms him to the point that he would ratherstay at home . But the encouragement
of a strong and supportive wife pro videsthe motivation for his attendance, and more
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often then not he is at thedoor with a smile, ready 10 begin. He feels tired after ihe
forty minutesof movement but notes that it is a beneficial kindof tiredbecausethe time
he has invested has he lped him to unlock the s tiffness in his joi n ts and do some of the
things that he couldn ' t do prior to th e class: ~ ... to a ce rtain e xtent yo u have be tter
control ove r whatyou ' re doing , like enjoying m eals, writing your signature and this and
thar- benercontrol.. . .. (Clarke, 199Jh3, p. 3). To him, it signifies abreakthrough that
is not often fell with this illness, Observations of Daniel alsonote a more youthful and
zesty appeal in his character a fter the cl ass. He jokes with the others and walksabout
the roomwith far grea ter ease thenwhe n hefirst arrived. Clearly, he isable tonegotiate
his space wit h greater confidenceand ability then when he first arri ved.
Evide ncethat e xercise can providea key to thecondemnatory prison experienced
by someparkinsonians is also related through the followingconversation: •...with all
the exercises I'vegone to,people become a little more flexible an d normal with their
posture and moveme nts back in twenty minutes or so with exercising ••.• (Clarke,
199 1d4,p. 2) . Theexercise clas s has beenvery therapeutic inrestoring and preserving
a cert aindegree of musclestre ngth and suppleness sothat patients might alsofunc tion
more efficiently in accomplishing householdchores: Geraldinetestified: " . ..1enjoy all
of the exercises, the on es I do with the arms, r find really good•••helps themto move
better ...Some times l ha ve my arm up like ihts(motions) then after, I cando this (reac hes
farther). It really helps it, relaxes the muscles... 1find it helps me all over" (Clar ke,
1991g3, p. 6) . " , I come home afterexerciseand I feel I cando any thing" (p.8). The
' OJ
effort contributed to attend the class and complete the exercise routine in effect,
purchasesmore space.
Spa tial a dversar ies
Allof theoccupationaldevices in theworld will not make tilehome the easiest
place tolive. Fora parkinsonian therewill always becomers,high places, narrow halls,
furnit ure,floors, and doors, Eachof thesethings can cause mobilityproblemsfor the
patientand may be lookedupon withapprehension. Dependingon thestage atwhich the
disease resides, or the effectsthe medication is having at a particular lime. patients may
find that they can relate 10the incidents thatAnnettedescribesbelow:
... I'm going to have a bowl o f cereal and I get the fridge open and I'm
behind thefridge door to getto the open part...I have10be reallycareful
to hold themilk jug bec ause I get stuck and frozen stuck to the floor...J
have to be able to gel hold of something else to pull myself over to the
table and then I can't get over mere•••then I can', reach high in the
cupboard...in order to ge t yourself seated properly in the ch air, insteadof
thewigglepeople use, you have tosit, standup and sitdow nagain .
... You go toa comer cupboard in the kitchen and you may never
get out because youca n get ca ughtin a comer.. .lt's sad to get stuck.
(Clarke, 1991d2, p. 3)
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Annettelivesin a huge two story house of approximately4000 square feet. Her
husbandhasmadeseveral modifications in thehome toaccommodate Annette's difficulty
in managing it. Hehas removed the carpetsin manyof the rooms, installed a bathroom
andshower on the first 1100r, and rcsituated many of the cupboardsandappliances for
easier access. Even with these modifications, the biomechanics of reaching, turni ng,
getting upand down, opening a jaretc•• require strength and flexibilityin the muscles.
Patients sometimes have to rec ruit other bodypart s, devises, and human assistance to
deal with the objects in their im mediate stretch. The exercise class provides a forum for
theexchange of ideas and the assimilation of some of the skills neededto get about the
home andthe worldbeyond it.
Paul has alsoaccesseda numberof therapeuticdevises 10 help him manage the
obstacles in his home. His wife elaborated:
I think that you have to modify the home for anyone whohas Parkinso n's
disease. There are man y things that can be helpfu l such as hand rails.
Wealso have grab bars in the bathroom ei ther by the sinko r by the toilet
and certainly in the bath. You have to have grab bars because wi thout
(hem, they could not manage. They are good for al l of us and especial ly
for him . (Clarke, 199 1j 2 , p, 5)
Certainly these modifications to the home have facilitated mo vement about it, but
using these devises still requires upper and lower body strength, and with that
prerequisite, Paul rea lizes the importance of exercise in collaboratio n with his
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medication. Together they form a partnership that makes his space accessible. His wife
noted thatPaul could now rise fromhis bedwithouther assistance. havingaccumulated
sufficientstrength10 hold his grab bar and pull hisbody out of his reclined position.
Theindependencehas beenresponsiblefor anincreasein his self-esteemand some relief
for hi s over b urdened wife.
Rclationolily - Lived Rellllionshi p.~
"No mailer what yOll w ere before the diagnoses, you are nowdifferent" no ted
Annette (Clarke, 1992d2, p,6). Firstof all you come to be knownasa "parkinsonian",
and thenyour rolein the home dramatically changes. This will becomee vident in Ihe
discussions u nder the sub-theme of ' cha nging roles".
A diag nosis of Parkinso n's disease seldo m prepares one for the nebulous and
obscure roadahead. Thereare time!' when thoughtsofthe futureparalyses one'soutlook
onlife. Naturallyit can be disconcerting for familyand friends if liteone they care
about is suffering mental and physical anguish. Relationships a rc bound to feci the
strain. Additionally , the symptoms of Parkinson's disease play havoc with daily
schedulesand socialization dim inishes. With that comes a significant dec line in the
sphere of friends that were once in their periodiccompany. This too can be likened 10
the downward and inward spiral portrayed in the discussions under spatiality. It
becomes harder and harder to maintai n friendships, and eventually the patient feels
estrangedfrom society .
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As the disease is chronic, par kinsonians ultimately form bonds with their
physicians. Respect for the med ical profession vacillates between disdain andrespect .
Evide nt throughout the interviews was a feeling that most doctors did not respect their
patients and failed 10 react to some of their req uests and concerns . Few were ab le to
suggest additional ways that the patient might manage their illness . Thus many of the
patients found that they were nor aware of services and opportunit iesavai lableto make
their illnessmore manageable. They ultimately soughtothers in similarpred icamentsfor
commiseration andanswers to someof their questions. Support becomes paramountin
a man agement strategy. This will be the third item of discussion.
Cha nging R oles
The introduction to this section made mention of the idea that Parkinson's
changed a person. This referred not only to the myriad of physical and mental
transformations that the patient endured, the changes that went on in the physical
environment, and so on but also tilechanges thai went on within tilefamily structure,
-I was tile mother looking after my husband and children. Now my husband and
child ren are looking after me and I'm only in my 50"s' - Annette elabo rated (Clarke,
1992d2, p. 7). Sherelateda story about gelling the groceries that reallymade theimpact
of these comments stand out:
My husband has todo all thegrocery shopping,bring them intothe home,
and put themaway. Do youknow what my role is? Well, I get to fold
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the bags. It' s demean ing but it's a job thai I can contri bute - li ke a chi ld
where you give him something 10do to make himfee l important . I need
to exercise my fingers. If you don't exercise your fingers. you won' t be
able to contribute. You're like dead weight. It' s gross. (Clarke . 1992d2,
p. 7)
Spouses are called upon to assist with almost everyth ing: d ressing, mobility,
cleanlinessand so forth. Danielcommented: "I'd be havingspells. You know oneday
you'd be alright and the next you wouldn't beable to move andnow today, I'm not
doing too badly. Otherdays, Ruby ' s got to take me by the hand" (C larke, 1991112, p.
2) .
G le nna Wo tton Atwood (1990) referred 10 the parkinsonian as an "adult child".
An elderly friend of mine reil ihat having a n illness when one was o ld wascomparable
to thesaying: "once a man, twice a child " (Clarke, 199 10 , p,6). It is a common
fee ling experienced by those who feelthat their Independence has dwindledto the point
where they are to tally dependenton the a bility of someone else. I f this beco mes a
p roduction, the burdenof feeling so reliant can create intense feelingsof frustra tion and
sadness. Marian sadly noted : -I see myself as not being very useful in the world",
(Clarke, 1991e, p , 2), If it becomes a task wherethe family feels that the yare enduring
th e illness together , it then becomes a more tolerant illness.
Many of the spouses faithfully attend the support groups and exercise classes.
Others show their interest by being actively involved in helping the Parkinson's
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Associationachieve their goalsand objectives. 1can onlyimagine:the isolation that must
befelt by a parkinsonianwhosefamily distance themsdves fromany activityor function
for the m or fail to become involved in the ir overall welfare. See the caring an d loving
relationships tha t surround patients whose family feel that the illness is something they
endure together. [can see evidence of it in the exercise program.
Estra nge ment
OnceParkinson'sdiseasehasbeenofficiallydetermined,relationships with friends
and relatives endure a peculiar metamorphoses. Some parkinsonians notedthai since
their diagnosis, friends seemed 10be a rare commodity. People feel uncomfortable
visiting an individual withan unpleasant illness. If the individualcannotcommunicate,
as in advanced cases of Parkinson's, then it becomes moreof a challengeto maintain a
close friendship. As a friend remarked, "it's not nice to see soup dribbling down the
front of yo ur friend 's shirt, to see his saddened eyes, to want for conversation but there's
so little to talk about. "
Ironically, it may be because the individual with the condition unknowi ngly
alienates him or herself from the rest of the wo rld. Some are so self-consciousabou t the
changes ill their body that the comfort and protection of the home is a more desi rable
haven: Charlotte commented about a couple of people who fit this description:
There are two ladies that I know here in town. They have Parkinson's
a nd neither one of them will talk to anyone. I' ve given them my number
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and the hotline number and I know who they are but "don't you tell
anyone sort of thing- but they're making the big mistake not me. (Clarke ,
1991c3, p. 5)
Having benefitted from living an act ive lifestyle, Charlotte feels confiden t when
she say s that these ladies are making 2. b ig mistake. It reminds me of a quote that I
heard fro m a mo tivational speaker one time: "The greatest mistake a person can make
is to be afraid of making one. " Many peop le in the exercise class noted that it look a
great deal of courag e to attend the first session . Annelle remembered goi ng to classes
in Toronto. She drove 45 minutes to ge l there and when her hand gripped the doo r
handle o f the exercis e studio. she panicked a nd raced back to her home. To dale she has
been go ing to exercise classes for over five years. I don't think her attendance would
be that persistent if she didn' t feel the benefit s.
The relat ionship between the physician and the patient sometimes evo lves into
somethi ng a little deeper then the traditional patient doctor association. In many cases ,
the frequency of visitations to the clinic estab lishes a special bond betwee n them. T he
doctor is the individual that provides the p rec ious prescription, personally tailored to me
unique needs of the patient. If the dosages are doing more harm then good , the doctor
is expec ted to alter the eourse of treatment to something more tolerable .
AdditionaJly, some patients expect their docto r to be more then a drug d ispenser .
He or she should also be the primary information disseminator for alte rnative o r
supplem entary management strategies suc h as support groups, physical therapy , new
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research, and so fo rth. Pe rhaps the doctors need to be aware that news such as a
diagnoseso f Parkinson's diseasemay be moredevastating thenthe braveface in the front
of him rev eals. Ch arlotte commented: "I th ink that maybe the doctors need to be
pushed a bit 10 reco mmend that people do exercising. I don't think enough of them do.
I know tha t my GP has never mentioned it. .. .. (Clarke, 1991d3 , p. 4). The exe rcise
class isone a....enue that might help to prevent pat ientsfrombecominga memory to their
friendsin the outside world .
Support
Because of the unique way it affects people , Parkinson's disease has been
describedas a very lonely disease. No two people share the same symptoms,the same
manifestations, or the same reaction to themedication. Thusit is difficult forsomeone
10 empathize withthe oneafflicted. Charlottedescribed her feelingsabout the condition.
... . Kind of a lonely kind of feeling•. .because unlessyou're talking to
someonewho hasit, it's very difficult to understandwhat you're going
through. I find in my casebecauseI don't~ thesymptoms and my
hands shake. Butif I takemy medicine ontime even that willstop.. . but
I would say it 's lonely because youcan' t talkor youcan talkto them but
people really don't understand. Nobody can understand Parkinson's or
how I feel when I can't stand on the edge of a flower bed and pick
I II
fl o wers wi thout fall ing head first into the newerbed. rm the only one
that knows that. (Clarke. 1991c3, p, 6)
If it isdifficult for one parkinsonian to relate to another. it is even more ardlIOUs
for someone without the illness. like a family me mber or friend, 10 unders tand the
complexities faced daily by their loved one. Charlotte continued: •••.1 reallydon 't want
to talk to anyone who hasn't &01it. .•~ (Clarke, 1991c2, p.3)
Despite the frustrations of feelingso emptyat times, someconsolationis achieved
whenthose with theconditionshare theirexperiences, trialsand tribulations, and findings
with others. I asked Charlotte if she still felt the loneliness that she had experienced with
her initial diagnoses. She responded:
Yeah , I sti ll feelloneIYi yes I still get spasms of it. When I' ve been 10
o ne of the meetings or something, this is where: thesupport groups come
in•.. but Doctor saw the others in the group or me and see them, I know
things are not realy as bad as you think mey are. You canalwaysfind
someone worseoff thenyou are. (Clarke, 199 Ic2, p.3)
Fortunately, the loneliness is a temporary emotionthat seems to be relieved
through social engagements and periodic discussions with friends about the condition.
It is medicine for the mind to discover that your situation is not as extreme as your
imagination lets you believe. The support or others in similar predicaments, the
understanding of those familiar with the disease because they are associated with
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parkinsonians and the friendship of family and friends helps to make the illness more
manageable.
I had attended a few functions with the Parkinson's Association and noticed that
several individuals came who were relatives of individuals with Parkinson's disease.
Apparently, the ones with the illness could not bring themselves t? attend. I asked
Charlottehow we might get these people out of the home and back in the social milieu.
She replied:
Well I think the first thing we have to do with the m is eel them involved
or come to an exercise class... and talkabout it and then you realize that
the most important thing of all is that there's always someoneworse than
you are. That 's the biggest thing of all , to realize that there' s always
someone worse off then you... (Clarke, 1991c3, p . 3)
The exercise class is not only a therapeutic forum for muscular conditio ning, but
an opportunity for individuals with a common bond to in teract, share concerns, and to
give: compassion, an understanding ear, encouragement, and support.
Temporalit y - Lived Time
The hours o f a clock do nor exist for someone with Parkinson's disease because
the body can only func tion efficiently and independently for brief periods. Drugs are the
major determinant of functional ability and as mentioned. are unpredictable in their
potency. Thus the patient feels as if he or she were running on "medicated" time.
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Translated, this means that there is no such thing as sleeping in, changing the dinner
hour, being spontaneous, or attempting 10do something of any significance when the
medication is wearing off. The medication,in effect, is responsible for regimenting the
day.
Anydeviations from the regime means that the patient has \0 pay a price. In
other words, if onestaysout late to a party, it may taketwo or threedays to recover the
energy expended to remain activefor that social function. Subsequently, ruptures in the
daily schedule are common and unavoidable.
The progressive nature of Parkinson's means that the severity of the symptoms
become more pronounced astime goesby. In order to remain functional, the patientand
physician must experiment with different medications to achieve the timetable thatworks
best. In addition, it was discussedthai the patient mightspend time learning about the
condition, attending support groups, acquiring occupational aids, and exercising. In
effect, this would be an investment toward their functional ability. Those who do not
take advantage of these ancillary servicesdo not enjoy the quality of life as those who
do.
Finally, it appears that an antithesis of time exists in the world of the
parkinsonian, primarily because the passage of time can be either positive or negative.
This woulddependon the way that the patient is feeling. They wanttime to passquickly
during a bad spell and slowly during a good spell. Ironically, it doesn't work that way.
Operable time is simply too unpredictable and thus the patient can only hope that their
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condition has more compassion then wrath. The effects are as if time has been
personified with the illness and that the Parkinson's and time are in some sort of
diabolical relationship, sometimes working together, sometimes working apart.
Regimented Time
Whathappensis that the pills, you takea pill at 8 in the morning, it takes
effect about quarter 10 9 it used10last until say 11:00 and then you'd take
another one, but now it doesn't takeeffectquiteas quickly and it runs out
much faster so you go righi, take it being able to do something and then
zap you're suddenly unable to do something about an hour earlier then
you wereexpecting it. . . I feel very frustratedbecausewhenyou've got as
much time as I've had recently, by being clever you could manage it.
Youcouldmanage to squeeze in the dutiesof thedayand there'd be hours
that you were functional. The hours have shortened up so much now that
it' s damned near impossible, so I really juggle 25 uncompleted projects
at a time. (Clarke, 1991d2, pp. 3-4)
It is very difficult for parkinsonians to plan projects where success depends on
being able to follow a clock. Annette can surely attest to that in the above conversation.
Cooking creates havoc in many cases because often things have to be completed on a
schedule, and for many patients this is just not possible. It is too difficult to persevere
when the body beseeches you to quit. Thus it is not surprising that many parkinsonians
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feellhat the hours in lhedaydo not exist anymore. For them, time canonly be forecast
in terms of minutes. To take the chance that youmight be functioning an hour away is
too great a gamble.
The number one strategy for managing Parkinson' , diseasehasbeenidentifiedas
drug therapy. Unfortunately it is the big culprit in regimenting lime. If lime is judget.l
by the things mat you actively accomptisb, then it is nOIsurprising thai many patients
feel that a gooddealof time during theday is non-existent. There is a large quantityof
time spent ' waiting" in the world of the parkinsonian. They are terribly dependent on
their medication for its restorative magic. Patience must be one of their strongest
attribute s. Annette noted:
Somebody said it wouldn't be painful but it's worse lhenpain and you go
inside yourself on a badday. lames sayshecan see it in my face when
I' m having a bad spell and inside myself and I'm just waiting, waiting
until time willpass and the pill will take effect. (Clarke, 1991d3, p. 2).
When planning to attendlng an exercise program or participating in any other
physical activity, the parkinsonian must schedule their pills to take erfcct when they are
requiredto move. lfthe dosage is insufficient, taken tooea rly, or too late, patients find
thai they lack the energy to make it through the session. In a lot of cases they choose
to sit in a chair until they feel the vitality returning.
By takingpart inan exerciseprogram however, participants discover mat lheycan
obtaina temporary stayin the stiffness that is so pronouncedduring sedentarytimes, that
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the rigidity in certain parts of their bodies is not quite as dramatic, and that the ability
to move more efficiently is heightened. Evidence of this was related in conversations
reportedin the twoprecedingsessions.
Parkinsonians have the power to influence the functional hours of the day by
investing lime in exercise class and complyingwith their medicationschedule. Some of
them become amateur researchers, manipulating the time they take their pills or the
amount that they take to give them maximumlime for accomplishing tasks and enjoying
life. The "on" and "off" cycles of the disease gives patients a new clock to contend
with, but given a little ingenuity and imagination, patients can predict their bodily
reactionsand schedule social activities whentheyare mostenergetic.
Rupt ures in Time
Many of the participants in this study related stories of things that they felt they
could no longer do. In some of the situations I discovered that it wasn' t a case of loss
of ability that made them reach their conclusions , but a case where the task's success was
j udged by how long it took to complete it. If a hobby took too long to execute, it was
judged as a failure. Charlotte commented:
.. . some of the others do gardening and it doesn't bother them but I find
it lerribly tiring and I don 't bother with it because I' m more conscious of
my Parkinson's when I'm doing something like that then I am at any other
time.. .(Clarke , 1991c3, p. 3)
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The longer one persists at a task, the more the body fights by becomingfatigued
and demandinga break - a rupture in time. One of the wives noted that her husband had
to lie down for almost three hours to recover from something strenuous. Tv her it
symbolizeda loss of lime in his life.
Many of the patients felt that time hadan inestimable quality when it was filled
with accomplishments. Finishingthehousework,walking to the bank, andattendingand
completing the exercise class were all things that generally made patients feel that time
had not been wasted. These were some of the things that gave them the feeling that time
had actually passed quickly. The ruptures in lime occurred when their body fatigued
uponexertionand they had to leave a job halfdone to lie down. Many fclt defeatedand
longedfor an energy reserveso their functional hours could be extended.
Bytakingpart in an exerciseprogram, patients can workon the enduranceof the
muscles to buy the additionaltime required10complete things. Had theychosen10 lead
a sedentary existence, neverchallenging their muscles to move, it is doubtful that their
limbs would respond to any assignment that required a preponderance of endeavour.
James noted: "If you don't use your muscles they gel all crampedup· (Clarke, 1991b3,
p. 7) . Charlotteconcurred: "If I don't do exercises for ten days or so, I'mcreakyto say
the least... I just don't work very well if I go two weeks withoutexercises" (Clarke,
199104, p. 2).
Ruptures in time willalways occur withthis condition. It is possible10reduce
the frequency by remainingan activeand vital member of society.
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Investment
The parkinsonian readily admits that it takes them considerably more time to
accomplisheventhe simplestof tasks. I observed oneof myfriendsin the exerciseclass
gel into my car one day:
Sheopened the door withdelicateprecisionand shuffled meticulously to
the left so that it would swing clear of her stooped body. Once this was
accomplished shegazedin at the interior as jf sheneededto bepersuaded
that it was indeed safe and wouldn't refuse her. I held my breath as she
rocked back and forth on tiny feel that seemed disproportioncd to the
awkward body it was expected 10 shift. With a final heave, she hoisted
her left foot just high enough 10 make it to the lip of the doorway . Some
time later, she swung about and fell into the seat. "I need to rest", she
gasped. When she had caught her breath she entered what I concluded
was the second phase , pulled her other leg in to join the first, shifted her
buttocks several times until she felt secure. "Lets go,- she whispered.
(Clarke, 1991c, p.1 5)
A sign in my office reads: -Adopt the pace of nature: her secret is patience",
Many of the parkinsonians can still remain fairly independent given patience and
understanding. They lose the independence when these compassions are robbed. The
more the patients can do for themselves, the more they feel the rewards of
accomplishment and the benefits of challenging their muscles. I overheard William
t
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remark thai his family hadlittle tolerance(or him 01late and in man)' cases, rushed him
through life. He seemed very anxious and upset by these revelations.
In the earlier situation, Annettehad to experiment with several body positioning
techniques10 ascertain the best sequenceof movements to accomplish the featof gelling
into a car. She had several other strategies foraccomplishing other tasksas well- most
parkinsonians do. There arc schemesfor escaping from a frozen position, washing
dishes, dressing, and turning comers. Many of these techniques require extra time,
especially if they arc attemptedwithout the assistanceof another person. James, who has
only been diagnosed for a year, related his experiencesabout time expenditure: "To
cope you have to drive a little slower behind the wheel, when working after an hour or
so, rest for a half hour or so then go again and try to pace yourself to the condition-
(Clarke, 1991a, p. 4). He has to invest timeto remainindependent.
Exercise can alsobe viewedas an investment for its immediate benefits, for it' s
long termvalue, and for the power it hasin possiblydelaying the progress of the illness.
Charlotte described her participation in a local exercise program (or older adults:
.. .I've been doing exercise group, 3F, and that's geared for the ovcr 50
crowd so the exercisesI do over at the 3F twice a week are really the
sameexercises that I do on Wednesdays with the Parkinson's except at a
differentpace. I cango faster with theother group. I've been doing that
for ten years so it' s really paid off.. . (Clarke, 1991c4, p. J)
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Charlotte has echoed the benefits as they accumulate over a long duration. She
can also testify to the power that exercise has in the present sense: ~ .••you rcap the
benefits almost immediately". (Clarke , 1991c4, p. 3). Geraldine smiled and recalled
the sensation the afler effects of the class yielded: "I feel it afterwards , all afternoon;
moreenergy.loosermuscles" (Clarke, 1991g3. p. 7).
Danielalsorelatedhis experiences withexerciseand the consequential effectsit
had on powering his medication: "It seems to get the pills that I took beforehand
circulatingyou knowand there's timeswhen you feel it kick in... .. (Clarke. 1991h3,p.
4).
The investment of lime and energy is really an expendi ture that purchases the
same thing back: "Oh yes, it's beneficial. We do a lot of marching and walking in the
class, so the more I can do of that without tiring, the better it is for myself" Daniel
continued (Clarke, 1991h4. p. 2). Exercise makes one feel good , mentally and
physically . 1thas the potential to empower the individual, and it also helps to stimulate
and arouse the insubordinate limbs . In brief , exercise is an Investment with large
payoffs, continuing independence, emotional enhancement and social enrichment.
Those of us who rush through tasks never really feel that time has been invested
because the quality isn't felt or perceived in the same sense. Slowing down and
experiencing the spiritual aspect of the deed enforces the notion that time has beenspent.
Attending the exercise class is a healthy investment.
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Time and Disease - A Diabolical Combinati on
Parkinsonians have their own perceptions about the concept of lime. For some,
time is a precious ally, for others a fiend. For others, time is comprehended as
oscillating somewhere between friend and betrayer. These altitudes seem to correspond
10 a number of factors, includingthe stage at which the disease resides, the effects of the
medication, and the attitude of the individual with the illness. The following transcript
describes Charlotte' s beliefs about the effect of time in the development of the disease:
.. .A friend of my daughter'S did some research and he said that they think
that if you start off slow, the Parkinson's will lake a while for the next
symptom to come and that it will probably take a long lime before you
become incapacitatedas opposedto if you start out quickly and all of the
symptoms are there at once, then the prognosis is not nearly as good••.
(Clarke, 1992c2, p. IO)
Parkinson's disease is an incessant and unrelenting condition that ignorantly
moves in and progressively toys with the body and the soul. It collaborates with time
to diminish all functional ability in the patient before it is satisfied to rest in eternal
slumber. The sad reality of living whh chronic illness is reported by Geraldine:
One thing that disappoints me about the Parkinson's is that you can live
so long with it and youcould be an invalid. She's (her neighbour' s sister)
over there now in Baxter House, not that Cherington Place, she's over
there 17 years, a complete invalid and she's more or less paralysed
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because she can't do a thing. She can't even pull up the blankets up over
her. She can't hold anything. She's just like a real baby. That's a
disappointment. (Clarke, 1991g2, p. 3)
Unlike terminal illnesses, Parkinson's disease does not kill a person . It is the
complications that result from the loss of functioning or the secondary symptoms that
may ultimately causedeath. In a 101 of cases, patientsdie from heartfailure, pneumonia
or someotherillnes. Thereisn't a lot of painand manyof thepatients remarked that
Parkinson's diseasewasmoredesirable thanotherillnesses, likecanceror diabetes.for
this reason. Others were thankfulthat they<lid nothave Alzheimer's disease becausethai
condition was a greater burden on the family. At least with Parkinson's disease, one
could still maintain some independence as long as those around them had patience and
understanding at the amount of time it took to do certain things.
One gentleman felt the frustrations of having a chronic disease and his description
portrayed Parkinson's as a lamentable sentence of life imprisonment with some
unpleasant stranger. Alister responded to his initial diagnosis by saying: "it was the
finality of the diagnosis and the statement that I was never going to get rid of this thing"
(Clarke, 1991iZ, p. 3).
The disease seems to sadistically enjoy toying with individuals, granting them
false hopes and impishly taking them away again. Daniel reinforces this notion: Mit ' s
funny you know, you really have trouble and all of a sudden BANG and you're fine and
the same thing can happen in reverse. I'm alright watching T. V. or something and by
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the time I' m ready to get into bed, I got 10crawl. I go right down you know· (Clarke,
1991h3, p. 2).
T ime management has been cited as one of the main strategies for dealing with
the limitations imposedby the illness: "Planning is necessaryfor me. I must allow for
the "on" and "off" periodswhich occur any time during theday•••• Daniel commented
(Clarke, 1991h, p. 3). Attending the exercise class requires careful planning and
intention 10 carry it through. Annette elabora ted: "It's vcry hard 10 get going bul you
have to... you have to work against it - like working against gravity. You have to
struggle and you have to pick a lime; it' s hopeless to do it when you're not functional"
(Clarke, 1991d4. p. 1). Yet the exercise class gives the patient the feclings that they are
influencing control over the illness and in that regard. lessening the severity of the
symptoms for varying amounts of time. Things do not seem as bad when therapy
unlocks the stiffness in their joints.
Conclusion
The role of exercise is an important component of any management strategy
adopted to improve the quality of life for the parkinsonian. This was evident in the
preceding excerpts from the participants' interviews and my observations. The benefits
of the increases in flexibility and strength,together with the improvement in general
mobility is more important to their struggle to remain functionaland independent for as
long as possible. The valueof exercise therapy reaches muchdeeper for someone with
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a chronic illnesslike Parkinson's. A well person mightfind it truly difficult to truly
understand the importanceof a classsuchas the one those in the studyattend. This is
why the altitudes, insights, and experiences of the peoplewholive this conditionwere
so necessary for this investigation.
Chapter7 explores the role of exercise fromthe instructor's experiences and
observations. It concludes with a brief synopsis of the implications the findingsof this
paper have for theimplementation and designof subsequent programsand the possible
modification of existingones.
CHAPTER7
DISCUSSION
Keepthe faculty of effort
alive in you by a little
gratuitous exercise every day.
·WilliamJ ames
Intro duction
The Parkinson's exercise grouphas been a very rewarding experience for me.
I have been somewhathumbled by the mental fortitudeand acceptancegarnered around
each member who attends faithfully each week. I have acquired so much knowledge
about a disease I didn't even feel I had an affinity for until now. The profession that l
havechosen for a careerhas more then a stake in the welfareof individuals with physical
challenges, and while they may realize it, fewprogramsstillexist that do anything about
it. Universities, communitiesand health clubs, medicalschools, and governments have
little to offer persons with special needs. Perhaps they feel the population is too small,
that it is not financially feasible, or thatphysical activity is easier to program if you are
a young educated urban professional.
The benefits of exercisehave been heralded, not only in the review of literature,
but also by the participants in Ihisstudy. There is very little to dispute about its value.
Why is it then that there are so fewprograms in Newfoundlandand Labrador that cater
to individuals with medical conditions. Perhaps it is the lack of leadership, funding, and
facilities, or misconceptions about the need, feasibility and legal implications.
When the Parkinson's exerciseclass began two yearsago, a youngphysiotherapist
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enlisted the help of a local fitness leader and sent leiters to members of the regional
Parkinson's Association. Ten people comprised the initial gathering. Word of mouth
is largely responsiblefor the escalatingnumberstoday, and at twenty-fiveparticipants,
the facility can hardly tolerate another increase.
I remember an incident on the first day that I arrived to teach the program.
CharlieAndrews, anelderly man,arrivedearly slumpedin a haggardwheel chair. saliva
drippingonto his soiledcotton shirt. His bald head hoveredjust above his tatteredgrey
trousers. Without lifting his head, he raised his eyes in my direction and quickly
returnedhis gaze back to the floor. Hisdroopingeyes andexpressionless facewas void
of anyinterest in the surroundingclamour. He seemedso unhappyand I felta familiar
ache in my throat as I stared at him. The nurse encouraged Charlie to sit up straight so
that she could remove him (rom his current location and resituate his tired body in one
of the chairs provided (or the exercise class. I glanced at him from time to time
throughout the class as he sat pensively in the same pos ition for the enti re forty minutes.
He was oblivious to the real intent of his presence and made no effort to raise his arms
o r legs when suggested 10 do so.
Charlie died recently. His friends noted that he probably wasn't even aware that
he was alive. I felt saddened by the news as he had event ually become one of my
favourite participants . Eac h lime he would attend class there would be noticeable
improvement in his alertness, physical capabilities, and attitude . He told a jok e one
time, although it was agony trying to understand his speech. I remember one particular
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day in June, six months after the class was initiated. We secretly changedpl:l«:$ in his
wheelchair and he pushed medown thehall. Welaughedso hard I lhoughthe would die
on the spot. We reversed positions before we got to the nurses station. I can't say
whethertheexercises had anything to dowith themetamorphosisthatcameover Charli e
during those months. Perhaps it mighthave beenthe drug treatment. Therewere many
thingsabouthim I feel were known onlyto the class. I do not think the nursingstaff
were aware that he stacked thechairs away after class, that he would sometimes leada
portion of the class, arid thai he laughed periodically when we teased him about his
favourite group - "New Kids on the Block." It seemed that he was never allowed10do
anything on his own, constantly being reminded to stay where he was, spokendown to,
and encouraged net to move withoutsomeone present, yet I noted that hc walked better
unaidedlhen he did when a volunteer or nurse attachedthemselves to his hip! He never
displayedthere abilities in frontof others as he wasconstantly in his wheelchairand very
despondent when outside theclass. I know because I had asked thestaff and spent time
on the ward where he was a member.
It was a sad day when he was hospitalizedwith cancer. Hc never returned to the
class after that and 1 felt a little empty without his company. The group was always
interestedin his wen-being. You don't see that very often in a regular exerciseclass.
When Charlie first came to our group, I could almost sensethe fear in someof
the patients who were in the early stagesof Parkinson's; fear that hiscondition was their
impendingreality. It must be terrifying10them to thinkthat they might end up like that.
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Yet when Charlie Andrews was diagnosed , med ical breakthrou g hs were scarce, an d other
management strategies, especially exercise , were not recognized.
The front line assault for this disease hasalwaysbeen drugs, but as Annette
noted, pills only give you th e ability to move. If you fail to movethe pill s are of very
little benefit. I have already witnessed the re markable differences in pa tients who have
been coming regularly \0 the program. There is not only a difference in their physical
abilities, but an improvement inattitude, self-esteem,group dynamics, and socialization •
all excellent avenues to be explored in future research endeavours.
The peoplewhoexpressedthe biggest fears about thefut ure felt somecomfort in
acknowledging the benefi ts exercise has reapedon them, and believethat perhaps they
could have a say in just how severe the disease would become in the future. By keeping
the body strong, the possibility that they might succumb to total incapacitation co uld be
minimal.
At a recent international medical conference on health and fitness , I overheard a
physician discussing research that indicated the possibility that exercise might be
responsible for lower mortality rates, yet ironically he seemed to disapprove of this
notion. He believed that maintaining a high quality of life and remainin g independent
fo r as long as possible was a greater concern of the aging and ill population thenac tually
adding years to a life that was burdened wi th a medical condition. HarryKe rrison
(1992), Program Director fo r the Secretariat in the Third Age , noted that as we grow
older, the most cherished an d sought after state or condition in li fe is independence . He
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says : "Physical inde penden ce relies upon an optimum degree of cardio-resp iratory
effi ciency, muscular strength andendurance plus flexibility" (p . 1). If one's physical
ab ility is hampered to the d egree th ai walking , reaching, getti ng into a nd out of bcd,
li ftingor carrying th ingsabout the ho use, is negatively a ffected. dependency results, and
we have rea d about the feeli ngs associ ated with that.
Although relatively healthy, my grandmother lind her sister, 91 and 95
re spectivel y, both li ve on th eir own. Their g reatest fea rs are that the y will lo se their
independence andhave10re ly onsomeone else \0get through the day. Thesame fears
reside with manyo f the-nernbers of theexerciseclass. Becominga burden is one of
th eirbiggest fears. Phr~ical independence is contingent onmany factors, someof which
can not be controlledbutone thing ind ividuals cando is keepthe "faculty of'cffort atlve"
as thepoem says, "by a little gratuitous exerciseever y day. "Exercise not only adds
years to your life, but life to your yea rs. The following discussionwill summarize the
rol e thatexercise pla ys infostering independenceand maintaining thedignityso vitalto
the people whohave Parkinson's disease.
Benclil s of Group Exercise Class
To recapitula te the role that exercise plays in the management of Parkinson's
di sease is to summarize so me of the text book benefits and recapitulate the lived
experiencesof some of the parkinsonianswho helped me to write this document. For
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example, gene ral mobilit y has been highlighted as one of the major benefits of exercise
thera py. In the data ana lysis, patients of len spo ke of the ordeals of being helpless ly
motionless. When move ment was restored, tllanks to the yielding e ffectsof medicatio n,
tbe body first responded with sluggishness, and then proceeded 10 assimilate the
move ments o f the so-callednormal population. It is hard to imagine being side-swiped
by a refrigerator door because you were not quick enough 10 escapeit's course, or
missing your mouth with thetoothbrush, scrubbing cheek instead of teeth. It' s not thai
easy to understand what tt's like to walk without an arm swing, to cover distance at a
painstaking pace. being unable to lift the feel fro m thefloo r, yet a sesion of exercise
enables patients tomainta inmore normali zedmovement. Pa rkinsoniansreport that th ey
can get into and out of cars, ch airs, and bedswith greater ease; th at they can do th is
somet imeswithoutassis tanceand at their own schedule. Thus dexte rity o f movement
and enhancement of activities in daily livi ng is a wonderful compe nsation for the time
invested in a session of therapeutic exercis e.
Some patients and some excellent researchers suggested that following exercise,
parkinsonians experienced temporary relief of the rigidity seizing so me of the muscle s,
particul arly the flexors. Byconcentrating on movements that stretched oppos ingmuscle
groups, patients reported that th ey could reach furt her, tum with grea ter ea se and feel
some temporary relief o f the discomfort accompanyingtaut bodyparts. Try to imagine
the frust ration of not bei ng able to getth ings from a cupboard you ' ve always beenable
to reac h, or tum in your car to secure a seat bel t. Witness the pain in the eyes of
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someoneexperiencing toesand fingers curlingdefiantly into rigid positions . Listen to
thethankfulness echoedwhen th e muscles comply andrespond10 the desires or tilemind.
The self image and con fidence of the pa tient certainly rec e ives a boost whe n
disability beco mes abili ty, when differences are fell and noticed a nd whe n the ha rsh
symptoms of the disease subside andpa tients begin to feci well. Th ere are only a few
things that can fosterthese feeli ngs;exe rciseis definitely one.
The literature reports an increase in socialization and motivation when
parkinsonians are in a homoge neousgroup . The data ana lysis highli ghted the feelings
of stress, embarrassment, and loneliness lhat accompanied this disease. It is not as
prono unced whenin the company ofothe rs inthe samepred icament . Thus, the exercise
class was one situation where excuses were not fabricated to avoi d attend ing. In fact,
patients looked forward to the g ood nature and po sitive a tt itudes e xh ibited by members
of the group. Individua ls who absorb themselves in negative emo tionsare encouraged
10attend and witness the cohesiv eness o f thegroup. The re hasne ver been a situation
where a person hasco me to the class and notretu rned. Thi s is the validation of the TOle
of exercise.
Participants some times arri ve with family members . It is re freshing 10see the
support levied on the parkinsoni an by the spouse and oth er membe rs of the famil y.
Going through theordeal asa co upleenhancescop ing mechan ismsa nd promo tes a bett er
understanding of the disease. Fo r others, theclass frees th e spouse to attend to personal
matte rs boihare Ihankfu l for the ir indepen dent lime .
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While there are many benefits obtained fro m attending the exercise class , I feel
thatspace should beallotted forone more. Theexerci seclass fosters selfexpression and
emotional release, Many of the participants initially arrived at the class with the
trepidationanelephantapparently feelsfor a mouse. When initiallydiagnosed, patients
experienced apprehension anduncertainty abouttheir future. Nowthat theyknowalittle
more abo utthe illness they aremore comfortable with it and notethat their initial fears
were pro bably a littleextreme.
Implications of the Research
Therewas significantevide ncecited throughout thisresearchdocument to support
thenotion thatexercisehad an important role 10play in the management of Parkinson's
disease. Even morenotable was the fact that parkinsonians preferred theservices of a
structured group exercise program specifically designed for them, ove r apersonalized
program thatthe y did at home. Daniel commented: "... unless you go \0 a groupof
some sort , you won't do it , or rarel y do it . Youcan pretty well be convinced in your
ownmind thatyou won't do it" (Clarke,1991h2, p. I).
The actual physical therapy was important to patients but the fringe benefitsof
getting oUI of the home and socializing in a relaxing and sometimes humorous
atmosphere was paramount in enhancing their quality of life andempowering themto
strive to "keep the faculty of effort " alive.
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A few comments reinfo rce the emotional value the exercise class had for the
participants:
Marian: "It turns youinto aperson. It's onesituationwhere youare able
10give, you know, encouragement, advice, and knowledge" (Clarke,
1992dl, p.8).
Charlie Andrews: "It was theone thingin mylife thatwas fun" (Clarke,
1992dl , p.9).
~: "It giv es me something 10 look forward to" (Clarke,
1992dl , p. 9).
A.nMltt: "I can get out and run my own life, be accepted. People
understand there. You'r e a person first, nota parkinsonian. It gets you
away frombeingcontrolled by the disease" (Clarke, 1992dl, p. 9).
Aililsd:: "The fellowship is a great thing" (Clarke, 1991i3. p.3).
There are many things to consider in designing an exercise pr ogram for
parkinsonians. The following areas of importance were emphasized by the class
members:
Leadership: "The instructorhas to havetheright personality, not toojolly and
not100 stiff,a good listener, and willing 10learn about Parkinson's disease"
Annette elaborated. (Clarke, 1992dl, p. 9). Having been involved in the
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administration and leadership of over 100 fitness training workshops and a
participant for the past twelve years , I can concur with the statement that the
instructor must haveaneffervescent nature as well as a safe, fun, and effective
program . It would be difficult to acclaim this program if I truly didn't live this
conviction. Participants reinforcemy confident assumptions:
"Patti, our mentor, guide, counsellor, and friend con-es
from Grand Falls. Her approach is upbeat and
enthusiastic, witness our quick marching round the hall to
the splendid swell of Handel's Alleluia Chorus. Patti's
blond hair, smiling face and ridiculous jokes conceal a
strong and determined person " (Rendell, 1991).
and
"You're a good one, always making us laugh with the
stories of those boyfriends" Geraldine noted (Clarke,
1991g2, p. 6).
II is viral that instructors have recognized fitness leadership training and
perhaps have attended a speciality workshop dealing with exercise consideratio ns
for older adults. When I was first introduced to the Parkinson 's exercise class.
I must confess that I had never even seen a person with the disease. I had
fo llowed some materials that I had obtained from the local Chapte r, and
implemented some of the suggestions of a physiotherapist but truly believe the
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real ed ucation came from the g roup. They were the ones with the expertise,
telling meabout thebody parts that felt uncomfortable, suggesting alterationson
certain exercises, and proposing other thingsthai might make the clas more
enjoyable.
I havebeeneven more fo rtunate 10 be involved in writing this paper. The
real learning cameon this journey and here I am on page 135 feeling like an
expert! Theyhave taughtmeso much . I hopeI can return the favour.
Social Element : This was highlighted in many of the preceding conversations
and should be considered when planning a program. Ti me should be all otted
before, during, and after the c lass for the exchange of ideas, anecdotes, and
phone numbers! OUTclassinitiates with a "shew and tell" where members are
encouraged to relate personal achievements, stories about their families, travels
01" other incidents. It is important thatall exerctscrs be heard over the duration
and sometimes it is necessary for theinstructor 10 prompt a story froma shyer
participant, even if he or she respondswith only a one wordanswer. At least
they are included. Several of the more gregarious members have taken it upon
memselvesto serveas a ' welcome' committeefor new members. They are not
only assisting the instructor in promoting a comfortable and non-threatening
environment, but taking an active role in the program. It makes them feel
genuinely valuable. At the end of the class, juice and cookies are available and
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the more mobile participants serve the less ambulatory.
Several luncheonsto celebrate the anniversariesof theclass havealso been
he ld and highly attended. These functions seem 10 escalate the part icipant
numbers over and above the average class attendance. It is also an event where
we seemore spouses attending. Thus the network becomes stronger.
Facility : The current facility for the exercise class is less then ideal. The
des cription of it in Chapter 1 supports that. There is very little spacefor moving
about and what space there is is clutt ered with support beams, heaters , old
wooden chairs, pool tables, ping-pong tables, one piano, and several large
cart ons. But, as the saying goes, it 's better then nothing. It is available at no
cost, the parking lot lies adjascent to the exercise room, it is wheetcnalr
accessible. located in a hospital (importantbUInot necessary), bathrooms are
close, and thereare copious chairs for participants to sit on whentired. They are
also utilized in theexercise class. These are all important thingstoconsider in
a facility.
Th e Exercises: Like anything, there willbe componentsin the class that are
outside of the realmof ability for some patients and perhaps not challenging
enoughfor others. Theinstructor must strive to maintain a class structure with
which 80-90 percent of participants can attempt, the qualityof execution not
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being the determinant of success. Some things to keep in mind (or the
c horeography include:
keeping theexercises simple, using only one body part at a time.
executing the moves at half time; single lime if the music is of a
slower tempoor if the participantsare sitting.
proper cuing and saying prec isely what you want participants to do.
There should not be any confusion about your routine,
assuring that you do enough repetitions to establisha pattern but not so
many that participants tire,
hav ing a song devoted 10 e xercising the muscles of the face and
another for working the muscles of the forearm (fingers).
choosingmusicthat is lively, with adominanl base,familiar andenjoyable
for all members, and
using forwards, backwards, and sideways travelling with volunteers to
assist patients who are at risk for faIling .
Miscellaneous: Volunteers,spouses, and family shouldbe encouraged to attend.
It is not advisable 10 extendmembershipin theclass10 anyonewho doesnot have
Parkinson's disease. This is what some participants calJan exclusivegroup and
the cohesive nature of it would be jeopardized if participants felt their
homogeneity threatened.
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Unfon unalely. theprogramis not for every person who has Parkinson's
disease either. Those whose mental functioning is unstable or who are totally
immobile receive lillie benefit as the y are generally unresponsive to the
ins tru ctors suggestions. They also demand too muchatten tion and in the face of
lim ited volunteers it is not practical to have them attend. Their needs d istn ct
from the needs of those whocan benefit themost. Individualswhosesymp toms
requi remedicalattention, (loss ofbJadder functioning, periodiceyelidclosure...)
are probably nonhebestcandidatesfor theclass especially if there are no nurses
in atte ndance with the expertise and legal right to assist. If the patient is in
seve re stages of the illness. the seriously ill patient mayalsobedetrimentalto the
other patient's optimismand outlook(or thefuture. It also takesawayfrom the
good naturedatmosphereof the class, if a participant is suffering.
Period kally the class has enjo~ be ing photographed for the local
newspaper, video taped for medicalconferences, and featured on te!cvision and
radio. The classis something of a novelty10 Newfoundlandand Labrador and
it is the desire of the parkinsonians to encourage othen to makeexercisea part
of th eir management plans.
Recommenda tions
It is impossible 10offer exercise programs(or individuals
with physical disabilities without properly trained
instructon and lhus unive;sities and fitness lnin ing
institutionsshoulcJ provide theeducational opportunities for
!hose who may be interested and perhaps create
opportunities for theknowledge to beenhancedby working
with individuals with these special needs. Other programs
should be initiated across the province, perhaps by local
Y's, bospitels, andrecreation departments, for persons with
medical conditions. Special grants should be made
available todefray the costs. TIme and timeagain reports
are pUblishedthat note the long term savings of lleeping
people healthyandout of thehospitals.
Docton should beencouragedto recommendtheirpatients
to an exercise program and W;)uld have either the basic
knowledge about the types of movements patientsshould
undertake, or informational brochures the patient can read.
Physiotherapyis not always the answer fo r some patients.
Manyof thebenefitsof a group exercise programarc not
realized in physiotherapy sessions.
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Additional research should be undertaken in this area , especially
from a qualitative stand. The patients lived experience has so
much value and informationthat isn't possible to obtain through
statistical analysis. withouta researchvocabulary, few people can
understand the full impact of the statisticalimplications common
to empirical research.
This program needs moreexposure, and to that end, I will attempt
to do so now that this thesis is a memory. Maybe more people
will surface from hiding and make the effort to attend once they
have read this. They will be wondering, I am sure, why they
weren't aware that this programexisted.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE fiELD NOTES
Field Notes - William
August 26. 1991. IO:30a.m.
Residence
Journa l entry prior to visit
On my way to interview William. I think this is an exercise in
futility and I'm not looking forward 10 listening to his tireless and
dispiriting diatribeabouthis endlesswoes. Everyoneelse in the group
seems so determined to weather the daily tempests that are a part of this
disease but not William. The morepills he can convince the doctors to
prescribe, the happier he seems to be. What is it about drugs that some
people have such an adoration for. I know so many people who are like
thaI. I believe thai exercise can be the panacea for a good many of the
afnictions thatbeseige some of these hypochondriacs, not that William is
imagining Parkinson's...
I haveto keep reminding myself that my assumptionsshould be
reeled in from time to time. Let the patients tell me their beliefs and be
careful about jumping to conclusions too quickly.
Pm.1Int erview
William's wife was flying out the door when I arrived, purse
swinging wildly by her side, hair dishevelled, and coat partially buttoned.
She muttered a quick greeting and breathlessly noted that William was in
the living room. I carefully knocked on the old wooden door and
navigated my way inside.
William was sitting at what I presumed wasan antique mahogany
table. There was sucha mountain of clutter in frontof him that I couldn't
validate my assumptions. I noticed an infinite number of electronic
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gadgets, pills, books, pills, travel documents, pills, and porcelain
ornaments. I rememberWilliam's fascination with languages, the music
box, and yes the pills, SOnone of this surprised me. I was somewhat
amused by the old photographs that lined most of the walls and tables
throughout the living room. It was hard 10 believe that the handsome
youngmanwhosefaceadornedsomeof the pictureswasactuallyWilliam.
He smiled at the replicas and announced that those were happier days.
We sat at the table for the interview. He was a littlecuriousabout
the dictaphone and eventually ignored the thing once I positioned it
inconspicuously amongst the rubble! He doesn't looka\ me whenwe
speak, but stares into the empty spacesomewherebetweenthe top of his
eyebrows and the stucco ceiling. His face remains expressionless and his
voice is a little 100 monotone for me. He frets about the necessity of
taking his medication on time, noting that J should remind him when it is
11:30. He also reminds me that he is very tired and may not be too good
with the conversation.
He surprised me today. Once we got off the topic of the pills, I
steered him to a more comfortable topic. When I told him how helpful
he was to assist me with my research, the eyes positioned themselves in
my direction and his face let a smile escape. He sat straighter and
encouraged me to ask him about what ever it was I was doing.
He showed me a few pamphlets that he had scattered on the table
that described exercises for the back and then did a short demonstration
of some of the movements. He then read some Spanish to me and
proudly displayed his ability to ask a senorita for a dance. J thought ,
~William is a nme sly and a little more adventurous then one might
believe!"
He escorted me to the door, and J truly believe that his spirits were
higher then when I arrived. He enjoyed having someone to talk to and
show off some of his talents. I get the feeling that he is very lonely and
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truly thinks thai no one cares. It is not surprising lhen that he thinks the
class is good for him because he gets 10 talk with others in similar
predicaments.
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SAMPLE INTERVIEW
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Interview Number 3
Annette - September 16, 1991, 2:30p.m .
Residence
P. I'm studying the role of exercise and recreation in the management of Parkinson's
disease and from talking to everybody I gel the impression that the most
important thing in this management are the pills, the restructuring of the house,
support from family.. . and I'm starting 10wonder if recreation has a big role to
play at all. What do you think?
A. Well recreation.. . that recreation is such a general term, I' m going to change it
10 exerciseand exercise has a vital role and it' s not that understood and not that
well thought of but you see, the pills give you the ability 10 move. If you sit in
your chair you just loseyour muscles anyway. Youjust makesureyoutakethe
pills because if you don't use it youlose it, that old statement, andso that's why
an active life is pretty good. Youknow you take the pills and youdo what you
can, you have your hobbies and quite franklyI'm a lazypig at exercise. I don' t
do as muchas I should but I knowthe theoryof it and whatParkinson's does is
that it lightens upcertainmuscles. It shortens them and so the othersget longer.
and flabbierand weakerso what you have 10 do constantlyis work against the
effectsof the disease and thereforeyou have so muchexercisethat you really
can't do at all unlessyou're devotedto it entirely andhavea devotedspousewho
will get you going. It's very hard to get going but you have to, every day, do
your breathing exercises for exampleand your posturebecause if youdon't you' ll
get like Gordon Ash and you have to work against it • like working against
gravity. Youhave 10struggle and you haveto pick a time. It's hopelessto do
it whenyou' re not functional. Youhave to pick a timeand you have to do this
(demonstrates by puttingarm high in the air) all the time. Streichand then your
deep breathing because if you don't keep those musclesas flexible as you can,
fight the tightening - yousee the tightening is goingon 24 hoursa day - and so
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therefore and the weakness that's going on, 1 thi nk you can sn for a week and
you knowhow hard it is 10gel about, so that's what you' re like everydayso you
have to fight it and I'm going to talk about thai.
Now I' m go ing 10 show you my arm. See that? Now that's what they
call contracture. It won't stay relaxed. Now it' s pretty good. It's been worse
than that. Its been stiff, like this (contracts Ihe arm). Now this one move quite
wellso you seeyou haveto work against theccntractures all the timeor you'll
get ahead of you. It's impossible 10 move so that's why exercise is vitally
importantand twicedaily exercise is really benefit to the parkinsonian. So thai's
part of it. The other reason why it is that most people, the symptomscan relieve
themselves with exercise. Nowit's awfully hard to do it yourself but the exercise
group, you watched us and nowwe walkbetter at the end, and we are smoother
with our walk after exercises, and that is a lillie known effect. With all the
exercises J've gone 10, peoplebecome a little more flexibleand normal with their
posture and movements baek in twenty minutes or so of exercising. When you
start the best time to do exercises is when you're stiff because you can work it
out but you see you can gel your arm up to about there at first (demo)and there
after you've done it for a while, your reach is way higher and that is one of the
thingsthat you do feel better. You're more functionaland you feel better. Now
that's my twenty minute dissertation.
P. That' s what I need. So you thinkit's body and mind together?
A. It is body and mind and the pousy wousynessof our Toronto group, now they
were a lovely group. An older lady whosehusbandhad Parkinson's, she was thc
leader, and she kept him going for years. Shc exercised us in the nicest way and
she was funny 100. She started this class in 1980 when her husbandwas first
diagnosed. He died in 1988. He had Parkinson's for 10 years or so, She had
it too so you had to keep the muscles flexibleand moveable and you need the
companionshipand when youexerciseyou do the Parkinson's symptomsdo seem
to release. Your stiffness releases and you feel a 101better. I'll showyou some
pictures.
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P. Okey
A. Now this is Ted and his wife had Parkinson's. He was great. He use to say "now
this is a democracy and I fun it." Anyway I talked to Ted and when I went to
the class I gol to the door and I turned tail and left and went home again . I was
too nervous 10 go so Ted phoned me and said "we missed you" and I felt
embarrassed and I said "well, I'd gotten involved. I ' ll be there next week" so I
went and they welcomed me - just like our real pousy wousy group and this will
show you that it' s not thai different. (Shows all the pictures)
The real businessof theexerciseis thatyougot something thatis working
to slow youdown and lightenyou up and10weaken youandyou really haveto
work against it and really some exercises are not that helpful because they work
on strengthen and lightening these muscles (points) that don't need it because they
work. You see gett ing in and out of bed and it is incredibly difficult and unless
you keep yourself toned up you won't be able to get out of bed . Now once you
can' t get out of bed by yourself, you can't live alone.
P. That' s right.
A. By strengthening your muscles, you can get into bedand move in bedand get out
of bed then you can put off the day and be independent.
P. We need to know what each person needs, like an individual program.
A. Now that would be the absolute ideal but it is fun, speaking as a participant, to
participate in a group and do the exercises in a pousey wousey way. Really, the
ideal world of a situation they are doing in England , where they are assessing
people, when they are first diagnosed , and they are designing an individual
program for them, and they are reviewing them once a year.
P. Goodidea.
A. I think you need a meeting place. People with Alzhcimers disease get very ratty
when the scenery is changed but people with Parkinson's get much improved
when the scenery is changed. Jason, my husband, says that they trot about, and
they try and look after each othe r, and they do, and it makes them feel good to
bea pan of something because you see mine isn't usually badly affected.
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At the beginningyou get a bit of depression. One of the ways to cope is
to take hold of your life and take control and by going 10 an exercise program
and being at home,you arc talkingcontrol- doing somethingand notjust silting
around. whar we need, is a placeto lie down and anotherthing is don't worry
about tOC'. much progress becauseit's just so super to get out and do the exercises.
What would be lovely thoughis water exercises.
P. We are going to try that some time.
A. It's terribly frightening and you needa 10\ of volunteers.
You need to warm people to wear their bathing suits under their clothes because
dressing and undressing is just so awful. It's one of the reasons I buy clothes
whenmydaughtersare herebecauseyousee I can'! gel undressedin the dressing
rooms. Parkinson's negatively impingesOnso manyaspects of lifethat it's really
rotten.
P. How long do the effects of exercise last?
A. Several hours. You feel very tired after a good workout. rtor example. I used
to drive to the Toronto exercise group and quite often I would have difficulty
with my driving on the way up but I knew that after the exercises was done, I
was much more supple and flexible and I could move much more freely.
P. In addition to theexercise class do you think the idea of being in a support group
helps them'?
A. Well, I know that most of us fecI... like I do fccl for the other people there and
you try and cheer them up. You try and put on a happy face for them and you
know, "my don't you look good today" and all that sort of thing, and you can't
keep on feeling miserable because other people do that for you, and it's good
things they say, "we missed you" and "it's good to see you back" and it docs
good things to your spirit to have to be wanted. (Change tape) .. To have people
thereand have a chance tochat with the other people. It's very good for keeping
your spirits up and you know it really helps when you walk into a place and
people say "Hi, how are you, nice to see you again" and all that kind of stuffand
it changes your outlook on life very seriouslyand very quickly and also it's more
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interesting.
Parkinson's is awfully boringbecause you can't do half as much as you'd
like. You sit there and you mind goes round and round like your locked in a
cage. Butif yougoout and your stimulated you've got somethingto look forward
to all week. Sometimes the only thing. .. Remember that nice Mrs. Keen? She
said "it wassomethingto look forward10" and shedidn't participateall that much
but she liked coming and having fun. You see, you lose yourself as a person
with this disease because you can't do anything for yourself bUIyou know if you
have a bunch of buddies, and you havea place to go every week, and they're
interested. and they know you're feelingmiserable, and so you really have a good
thing going for you so that is one thingand it's not to underestimate the power
of feeling in a group like that.
Remember the educational group? We went to the review of that and I' m
very glad that I went because I was able to tell them that we that they had some
of the patients drop out and quite frankly, we resented it in a way. You guys
making off with our buddies on the same day that we have exercises . We wanted
them there and I said you know, "we're a real group and you know you people
took half of our group away and that." And we were talking about Kevin. He
didn' t stay with that group, he came back 10 ours. We didn't like missing our
friends. There was quite a lot of irritation about that by different people and I
said we also didn' t like our friends getting something that we were not. 30 they
were quite surprised and I said "it's a gang, a real gang. ft
P. Everyone is close.
A. Yeah, although we don' t see each other outside.
P. Everyone is always concerned about each other.
A. And show and tell before the class, and I'd say that's a very big part of it, and
that's what you ran into with it. The physiotherapist in that program - I don' t
think that she was able to adapt her service 10 the program, to their needs,
because I was quite firm with her. 20 minutes twice a day was better for people
with Parkinson's then trying to make them go for a longer time.
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P. Yes. The participants point of view is Important.
A. See my muscle here now? You can't really loosen it up because even when I
stretch it up. the lumps are still there. It cramps up. You do get cramps
sometimes. Kim can give you the really technical sluff. When I' m really bad
this muscle pulls the toe up (demo) and this muscle pulls the other toes down.
P. Really?
A. These toes cramp down like claws and these stick in the air.
P. It all has to do with the muscles?
A. Yeah.
P. Working the outside of the muscles is very good for that I hear.
A. Keep the jo in! flexible for the whole day because i f you don' t do it, you j ust feel
uncomfortable because everything getsall stiff and cranky. There isn't much
written on the aspect that you're working on because there isn't much studied.
That's one of the problems I think.
P. I found some things in the books that you gave me about that.
A. That new book that you have is wonderful.
P. Yes
A. She pinched my title. I think that activity is different than exercise . Activity is
very very important, and you have to do it, but it doesn' t put you throug h the full
range of motion which you should do but activity is quite important. Activity that
isn' t accomplished is no point in being flagellating yourself because you want to
do something really big. It' s enough activity for me to go out in the garden and
pull up a couple of weeds or tell somebody else to dig a hole, and you' re walking
about in the garden is activity for you.
So you know it just frustrates me so I get out and do something so you
have to tune your activity to your fitness level.
P. What do you think that I should talk about?
A. I think that you should talk abo ut the importance o f physical activity and the
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importance of socialization and stuff like that. Results are there in a fitness
program because activity means you' re going cut. You got a plan; you' ve gal
a deadline, you got to get there by class time. Well if yo u don't have any
deadlines during the week , life must be very very. . . nothing , no need to get
ready to do anything.
You just get awful saggy I think. So if you tighten in on exercise then
you could show that exercise gives people the activity...
P. Yes exercise opens the world 10 activity.
A. Yes. Did you know that George Thompson, when he first came to the group,
didn' t realize that he was suppose to be able 10 walk? Rachel Thompson, his
wife, is a very supportive generous and loving and caring person and she pleaded
to his every need, but he didn't know any other parkinsonians and he was almost
going everywhere in his wheel chair because his muscles were very weak and it
is a bit easier for her to take him in a wheel chair, but he started to coming to
our meetings and he'd come in his wheel chair and use the wheel chair elevator
and now fie comes without it.
There he is. He ' s got his pills organized and they are working better and
he didn't realize that he was suppose to be able to walk. At least I don 't think
P. His technique needs a little work I think.
A. Well he didn 't know that, he just sal in his chair when he felt weak and he didn't
push himself so the muscles get weaker. Tha t's the problem with most men,
They gel caudelled a lot and they get more fragile and more weaker faster,
People like Geraldine and Charlotte are very special people . They are very
ethletic . so fit .
P. Yes, some people really resign themselves to their chair. ..
A. Yes. Daniel needs a physiotherapist. They need someone 10come to their house
once a week. He could sit like me and do the exerc ises.
P. Yes. Well, I think that's grea t for now.
APPENDIXC
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
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Program Description
Class begins with participants sitting in chairs evenly spaced in a circle. The first
five or ten minutesare open to conversation about the latest happenings in each of the
patients lives. Announcements are also aired at this time as some people have other
commitments following the class.
The instructor puts the exercise tape in the music box, then positions herself in
the middleof the group. The first 8 minutes of exercise are aimed at warming up the
muscles by usinga combinationof upperandlowerbodylocomotormovements followed
bysauc stretching. Followingare some of the moves that are employed in the warm-up:
Wnnn-up tapp roxlmat ety 8 minutes and executed at half time)
Straight arm raises 10the front;
4 with the right arm, 4 with the left, alternating left arm with right arm for 8,
then both arms together for 4.
Shoulder shrugs:
Shrug right shoulder then left for 8, roll right shoulder back, then left for g,
shrug both shoulders together for 8
Note: Avoid rolling shoulders to the front, as this type of movement causes
patients to slouch. Aim is 10 stretch the chest and contract the upper back.
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Lateralarmraises:
With arms bent at the elbow, lift right arm thcn left arm to the side for 8. then
do both together .
Repeat this pattern with both arms straight.
Arms to theTear:
Arms by the side, reach behind the chair and touch the finger tips. Repeat for 8.
Shoulder press:
Hands at shoulder height, extend right hand to the ceiling and slightly oyer the
front of the head, then the left. Repeat for 8.
Toe taps (heel stays on the floor):
Tap right toe for 8, then left for 8. alternate for 16. then both together for 8.
Follow this up with toe taps at 10:00 and 2:00. Besl exercise for lower leg.
Heel raises (ball of foot stays on the floor);
Lift both heels of f of the floor for 8.
Knee lifts and leg lifts:
Raise right knee then lefl knee for 8, then repeal with leg extended to the front
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for 8.
Abduction and adductionof leg at the hip:
Reach to the side with the right leg and repeat for 8, then the left for 8, then
alternate for 8. Roll backand forth on the buttocks, lifting the leg 10 the sideas
youdo so.
Leg kicks to the rear:
Extendlower leg to a point between the legs of thechair. Alternate legs for 8,
then right leg for 8, followedby left leg for 8.
St retching (hold stretches for 8 seconds a nd repeat seque nce agai n)
Bringear 10 right shoulder then left
Clasp hands behind back
Tum upper body (0 look over opposite shoulder
Extend both arms high in the air, holding thumb, then lean to the right and then
10 the left
Lin right hip off of the chair then left.
Hands under thigh. lift right leg , then left.
Bend over to touch ankles
Flex toes in the air in front of the body
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Locomo tor (partitipanlsstand, chairs may be positioned in frollt of th em for
support if needed. Approxim ale length is 5 SOllgs or 15 minutes) ,
Song 1 Lower body muscular conditioning cardiovascular improvement.
types of movement include stationary marching, heel touches 10
the front, side and rear, knee lifts to the frontand side, and heel
raises to the rear.
Song 2 Upper body conditioning. Similar muscles that were worked in
the warm-up, perhaps a little quicker and more repetitions.
Song 3 Lower body mobility. Patients travel to the centre of the circle
and back, sideways, around the chair, some marching and other
movements used in the first song,
Song 4 Upper bodyconditioning , Similar 10song 2, but different upper
bodyexercises.
Song 5 Walk. Participants walk about the room, downa hall, or a short
stroll outsideif weather permits. This is a greatopportunity for
conversation, oul of wheelchair travel, and away from the
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feelings of being cramped in a small space. Members are
encouraged to concentrate on arm swing, lifting the heels when
they walk and turning comers whenever possible.
Chair Exercise - 15 minutes, or 3 songs
Song I Marchingwith the feet, knee lifts, leg kicksin all directions, and
if specialequipment is bought in (wands, tubing, towels, etc.)
This is a great spot for using equipmentto conditionupper body
muscles.
Song 2 Facial exercises:
Wrinkle forehead, open mouth wide, puff up cheeksandmove
the air around, wrinkle nose, stick out longue, movejaw to the
right and left, puff up lower lip, twist mouth, close right eye
then left, closebotheyes, run tonguearound teeth, try to touch
nosewith longue.say the vowels. whistle. saya tonguetwister,
wink at a friend...
Song 3 Handexercises (sponges are great if youhave them)
Openandclose fist, rotatepalms up to the ceilingthen down to
the floor, wigglethe fingers, toucheachfinger individualy off
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of the thumb, spread the fingers as wide as possible. Ocx and
extend the hands at the wrist, pretend 10 ring out a towel. or
opena jar...
Relaxati on 1-3 minutes
Soothing instrumental music where patients are encouraged to relax and think
about pleasant things. Instructor encourages them to tense and relax certain
muscles. Breathing exercises might also be incorporated.
The nnale • Juiceandcookies and friendly conversauon as well as attendance
check, done by a different member each week.
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